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Volume XXIX
DOUBLE

On Friday night

about 12:30
the highlife section of Lordsburg
was aroused to a state of excitement, when A. T. Salazar, well
known in pugilistic circles, and
who has been here for the last
seven months, shot a girl, "Tommy," and then put a bullet through
his own brain. The shooting was
done outside the house. The girl
was shot in the head and received
a second shot through the left
shoulder from behind, the bullet
penetrating just above the heart.
The girl lives, but "Sal" expired
instantly. An inquest was held
at the house by the coroner, C. W.
Marselas, and a verdict that Salazar came to his death by a pistol
shot fired by his own hand, was
returned.
The pistol used to end his existence was a 38 double action. Salazar was 26 years of age. He had
learned the trade of a boilermaker
at Albuquerque, where his mother
lives. He was also a U. S. soldier,
and a barber.
About two weeks
ago he, with George Mullarkey,
purchased the pressing and cleaning business of Floyd.
Mrs. Salazar, mother of the dead
man, arrived in Lordsburg Tues-maarrived in Lordsburg on Sunday and made arrangements for
the burial of her son, who was interred here. He was an only child,
his father having died ten years
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THE LIBERAL UP
TO THE MINUTE
One of the most marvelous inventions of the age, the linotype, is
in the roll call of the
progress of
the
the Western Liberal. Since August of last year practically all of
the news composition in this paper
And a large number of the advertisements have been set on this almost human machine and on the
latest model manufactured by the
Mergenthaler linotype Company
the Model 14. This wonderful
machine is installed in the office
of the Deming Headlight and is
used under contract by the Liberal, giving this office the best of
composition facilities the printing
world provides. Without leaving
his seat, the operator of the Model
14 linotype is able to set any character of newspaper or job work,
having at his disposal four sizes of
type, of seven faces. Much of the
Western Liberal's job work, with
intricate ruling, etc., has been
turned out by this marvel as well
s the paper, its headings, ads, etc.
It is the use of the linotype that
gives the Liberal its clear print
and reduces costs so that we can
give the readers one of the best
country newspapers in the southwest :
A cut of the Model 14 linotype
follows:
nM-missi-

ago.

This is the third occurrence
whereby attempted murder and
has taken place here
About a year ago Charlie Reed
fired a shot into the head of a
woman of the underworld and
turned the gun upon himself,
dying before aid could reach him
and the woman surviving. A
year before that in the same
house a like killing occured.

suicide

FIRE TRAP
A temporary frame business
house is to be built next week on
the lot between the Star Theatre
and Mrs. Stevens' confectionery
store. It was generally hoped
that a substantial brick would be
built on the lot but owing to the
diminutive finances of the owner
a temporary building Í3 to be
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ANOTHER
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constructed.
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Operated on For Appendicitis
Avery McClure, who was oper-

ated upon for appendicitis at the
El Paso Sunday, is

Hotel Dieu at
getting along nicely. The news
is welcomed by the young man's
many friends here and all hope
to see him back before many
days.

When You Buy

Always Buy The Best

uO)lff

COONTOWN MINSTRELS
SATURDAY NIGHT
When it is taken into considera-

tion that the parties composing the
Lordsburg Coontown
minstrels
have been working hard for the
past three months to perfect their
entertainment which will be presented to the public on Saturday
night at the Star, you will know
that they are giving the very best
that there is in them. Everybody
appreciates a good, old fashioned
coon song, and there are forty
numbers' in the program all
equally good, and they will make
you laugh until the tears flow.
There are dances, and songs, and
acting, with no limit to fun, so remember to bring 50c for yourself,
and 35c for each child. The show
will be all the better if the Star
play house is packed, so come ear-
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MINES AND MINING

Thomas Lister is Bhipuincr oro
to El Paso from the Manila claims.
Frank Weldon is shinnine ore
from the loading platforms of
the A. & N. M. and is getting
excellent smelter returns.
George Mitchell of Doz Cabezos
was here Thursday looking for a
mining location. He seemed
well impressed with the district.
Fred Hickory and Joe Dulany
formerally of the Mascot Copper
Company of Doz Cabezos Ariz.,
and J. M. Bedore have purchased
a half interest in the Nellie Gray
mine near the Bonney and have
ly.
begun development work. The
claim is a most promising one
SHERIFF STEPHENS KILLED
IN BATTLE WITH OUTLAWS with a wide ledge of good errade
Dwight B. Stephens, sheriff of ore showing and has the marks
Luna county, and Joe Cranson, who of a bonanza.
was serving a jail sentence here
BOOST LORDSBURG
for vagrancy, were killed, and Deputy Sheriff "Buck" Sevier and J.
To our Subscribers:
We want
0. Starr, a burglary suspect, were your help. Will you do this for
seriously wounded in a battle be- us 7
We are anxious to tell all of your
tween a posse and escaped prisoners from Deming jail a mile and friends and relatives of the kind
half west of Rincón, Dona Ana of town we have here, and the good
county, shortly after noon on Sun- things we are doing to improve it.
day. Cranson and Starr and three We want you to fill out the blanks
other prisoners escaped from the below with the names and address
Deming jail by overpowering jailor es of people whom you know that
Tabor Sunday morning and start- have at one time been residents of
;his place, or have a number of
ed out, well armed, in a Ford autofriends or relatives living here
mobile.
It was an hour after the escape it the present time. We will send
the
if the five prisoners before the de- each of them several copies ofwithlivery was discovered, and then Western Liberal, absolutely
Sheriff Stephens, Deputies Sevier out charge to them or you, and we
and John Kelly, Marshal Tabor shall greatly appreciate your kind
and several others started in pur- ness. You may mail this to us or
suit with an automobile. They nve it to us at the office. This
caught up with the prisoners short- little service willnelp boost our
ly after noon, the latter having town and we feel sure that every
just stopped to eat lunch after resident will be willing to help.
Thank you.
crossing a hill east of Deming. The
Name
officers were doubtful about getAddress
ting their car over the hill, due to
the condition of the road and Tabor got out and walked to the top
CASES POSTPONED
of the grade to make an inspection.
court cases brought before
The
As he looked over the ridge he saw lustice of the Peace C. W. Mar
away,
only
yards
bandits
a
few
the
?elas on Saturday were postponed
and at once called to the other of- .ill the next term of court, March
ficers. The minute Deputy Sheriff 3th. The cases were the State vs.
Sevier reached the top of the hill Charles Simpson, Edward L. Rose,
he yelled to the men below to throw uias Charles Simpson, and Thorn
up their hands, but instead they as Scarboro vs. C. Moore.
opened fire. Sheriff Stephens fell
dead.
According to reports of the f ieht MAKES LAND VALUATIONS
The Board of County Commis
between the sheriff's posse and the
fleeing prisoners, Stephens was sioners has fixed county land val
slain before he had a chance to fire ues as follows:
Alfalfa and other choice cultia shot, a bullet from a rifle in
the hands of one
of
the vated land under permanent water
prisoners, fired at close range, en- rights, orchard lands, at $60.00 per
tering his right shoulder and pass- acre.
Uncultivated land under ditch,
ing through his lungs, causing almost instant death. He fell for- at $30.00 per acre.
Dry farming land at $4.50 per
ward, his cocked gun being found
acre.
under his body.
Grazing land at $3.00 per acre
Buck Sevier, a member of the
Patented mining land at $45.00
posse, was shot in the head, but not
seriously wounded, the ballet per acre.
Patented mill sites at $45.00 per
grazing his skull. Joe Cranson,
one of the escaped prisoners, was acre.
killed during the fight between the
officers and criminals, and J. O. WILL SURVEY THE
INCORPORATED TOWN
Starr, another member of the gang,
badly wounded. Three other pris
County Engineer F. L. Cox will
oners made their escape from the be in Lordsburg on Friday or Sat
rain of leaden bullets from the pos urday to make a survey of the prose men, who then, for the time be posed incorporated town of Lordsing, turned their attention to the burg. After the survey is made
tvo victims of the posse, Stephens the census will be taken and the
lists filed with the county commis
and Sevier.
sioners at their meeting the first
Monday in April.
BIG INSURANCE DEAL
The largest fire insurance tran Lordsburg Wins at
Basket Ball
saction ever
in
Although there was quite a wind
southern Grant county took place
last Saturday morning,
yesterday when W. F. Ritter blowing
game between the Lordsburg
to the
sold his large
Clifton basket ball teams came
Morningstar and
Augustine and
off, with the honors 13 to 6 in the
Over eight of the world's most locals' favor. The game was fast
substantial companies have been and showed quite good team work,
represented here by Mr. Ritter especially on the part of the Lords
and these combined with the burg gris. The scores would have
companies already represented by been larger if the wind had not
Messrs Morningstar and August- blown the balls from the goal
ine gives the firm a list not to be The victory brings great joy to the
school, because of the fact the local
excelled.
has three sixth graders on
very
Mr. Ritter has been
sue teamlineup,
and the Clifton team
cessful in his insurance business the
is composed of high school stu
and ha3 built up a colossal trade dents only.
from all parts of this section
The line up was:
His other interests are demanding CLIFTON
LORDSRURG
more of his time and only for this Mildred Weiss jc Dorothy Chase
reason is the insurance business Lydia Beck
f
Julia Beam
disposed of.
Mildred Coteyf Annie McMeans
g
Inez Clay
and Lucille Merril
Messrs
Augustine are giving special at- Margaret Cotey g Mildred Trimble
Rssden .sc
Ruth Chase
tention to the fire insurance line Emma
Tuesday
no
school
was
There
is
offering
a service that
and are
22, it being the' anniversary
Feb.
building up a very large patron of George Washington s birthday
age here of the strongest com
Negotations have been initiated
panies in the United States and to get a grammar school team
Europe.
Lordsburg is to fee from Deming to play a grammar
proud of having a firm with the school team from our school.
On Friday, Feb. 13, 1915, Clifton
strength and
beat San Simon by a score of 12
service of this organization. ;
to 2. The game took place in a
sand storm.
Autos For Sale
Spring is evidently here, from
Abbott-Detro1914, electric
delightful weather of the past
the
starter, good shape, looks good, week.
cost$1915.00; will sell for $500.00.
The honor roll for Februbry is
Also 1916 Overland, cost $825.00 Third Grade Elizabeth Williams
price $500.00. Address box 128, Jewell Ownby, Johnny Tyson, Cen
Deming, New Mexico.

CLEAN-UAT IIACIIITA
Assistant District Attorney J. S.
Vaught spent the early part of last
week in Hachita, being called there
to take up a number of violations
of the law.
George Carlson was arrrigned
before Justice of the peace James
Robson charged with having shot
and killed Tony Metrik on Saturday night in the course of a brawl
that started in the local red light
district. Both Carlson and Metrik were privates in a cavalry regi
ment on patrol on the border. The
shooting was done with a U. S.
service rifle.
Carlson was held
for the grand jury without bail and
was taken to Silver City to be held
n the county jail.
Charles Parks was also brought
before Judge Robson, charged with
assault with intent to kill on the
person of Dude Cheney. "This affair rose out of a dispute over
some money that Cheney claimed
was due, and Parks picked up a
sledge hammer and hurled it at
Cheney,' striking him in the face
and breaking several bones. Parks
was held for the grand jury in
$2000 bond, which was furnished.
Charged with having stolen a
beef belonging to W. J. Wamel, W.
F. Tatum and Tom Russell were
bound over to the grand jury in
the sum of $2000 each. The arrest
in the last case was made by Red
Schrimpsher, a cattle inspector.
Mr. Vaught conducted the pro
secution in each of these cases
and is going to do his utmost to
clean out the lawless element in
his district.

LAT

P

E

The Western Liberal comes off
the press late this week owing
to a delay in this week's shipment of paper from Denver.
CASE SETTLED
The case of the United States
vs. State of New Mexico to establish the Mineral Boundary south
of Lordsburg, which was set for
a hearing before the Local U. S.
Commissioner
tomorrow,
has
been continued indefinitely by

agreement.
WILL FIGHT APRIL 8TII
Speedy Moreno of the 85 mine
and Kid Smith of the Western
Liberal will don the gloves for a
ten round bout on the night of
April 8. Smith is showing excellent form and is entering a severe
training campaign. There is no

doubt but that he will give the
husky from the mine a run for his
money. Moreno is still nursing an
injured hand but will be in trim
for the go in ApriL
ROAD WORK PROGRESSING
Work on the Borderland Route

from Lordsburg west, following
the Southern Pacific tracks, is progressing rapidly, and the grading
across the dry lake between here
s
and Steins is
done.
This road is packed solid and is
high and dry, and able to stand all
classes of weather. Before many
more weeks are passed the route
will be connected with the road to
three-fourth-

Rodeo.

Everybody Keep the Home Dol
lar Moving PaycUp Week
Week campaigns in a western city un
one of the ray-U- p
ordinary silver dollar whs labeled "The limine Dollar." Everybody was asked to keep it moving, not to send it out of town,
and to report to whom he paid it. Everybody was surprised how
busy that little round dollar was. It piikl hundreds of dollar debts
and finally got back where it started. If oue dollar kept in circulation at home can do so much for a community, what if all the
'dollars are kept busy that way? Think it over.

IN

If you have $50 in your pocket and you owe $50 you know that
the $50 you have in your pocket is not rightfully yours. If you
cannot o (lord to pay nil of the $50 that you owe at least pay part
of it. If you think that when you have money and you owe it
you have a right to retain it until you are good and ready to pay,
men who owe you money have a right to think the same way.
WEEK
IT IS THIS GENERAL PROPOSITION THAT PAY-USECKS TO REMEDY. IF YOU PROMISE A MERCHANT. IF YOU
PROMISE A FRIEND, TO MAKE GOOD A CERTAIN SUM ON A CERTAIN DATE YOU SHOULD MEAN WHAT YOU SAY. A MAN WHO
WOULD NOT THINK OF BREAKING A SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT
WILL BREAK A FINANCIAL ENGAGEMENT OR PROMISE ANO
THINK NOTHING OF IT. FOR YEARS IT HAS BEEN CONSIDERED ALL RIGHT TO TAKE YOUR TIME PAYING A DEBT.
Week is a start in a general
This theory is nil wrong. Puy-Uremedial plan. If worked out properly it will prove one of the best
things that this community ever has had.
p

DON'T TAKE LIGHTLY THUS

PAY-U-

WEEK.

It means much to the community.
6TART

TODAY

TO TALK UP

PAY-U-

WEEK.

culminated

interests

lllb&iiilitiShilling's brands of goods are known all
over the West as being the best that can
be put on the market. We handle their
Shilling's Coffee goes
complete line.
fartner and is better.
.45
One pound can, steel cut,

2i

$1.00

If you see it in OUR ad, it is So
We close at 6 o'clock p. m.

TheEaffle Drnff MercaiitilB Co.

Morningstar

-

metropolitan

it

NewSpringGoods
Our Spring line of goods is
arriving daily; the finest selection ever brought to Lordsburg.
See our line of Voiles in fancy figures
and stripes ; Flaxons, cotton Popein,
Silks, Crepes, Bahama clothes, all at

Popular Prices
A car load of Furniture will be here
within a week's time. Call and inspect these bargains, Buy Furniture
at home and save money.

ROBERTS & LEAIIY
MERCANTILE CO

INC.

WliSTH RNJL IBIikAL

Lounscrna .
Fsrls

-

All EPITOPE

"new Mexico

Editor and Owner.
Published Every Friday.
V. Bush,

The peace rumors persist.
'world growing weary of warf

It

The French steamship Memphis has
been sunk by an Austrian submarine
off Durazzo, says a Vienna dispatch.
The Brltldh delegation to the Anglo-FrencLATE LIVE
parliamentary committee have
arrived In Taris to confer with French
senators and deputies.
CONDENSED
RECORD OF THE
Three Bulgurtan officers and forty
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
soldiers bave been killed or woundoJ
by the explosion of the chief ammuniHOME AND ABROAD.
tion store at Nish.
The parish church at Beau port,
near Quebec, was destroyed by fire.
FROM ALL SOURCES The fire started In the facristy. The
loss is estimated at about 500,000.
The American steamship China,
SAYINGS, D O I N Q , ACHIEVE- which le't Shanghai for San Francisco was held up on the high seas by a
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPE8
British auxiliary cruiser and thirty-eigh- t
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Germans were taken Off.
Premier Aristlde Brland, who heads
France's bachelors as Lord Kitchener
VTeetera Newepaper Union Wewe Service,
does England's, is soon to be married
About the War
In Paris to Mademoiselle Munler,
Greeks repel Bulgarian patrol which daughter
of a multimillionaire French
crosses frontier.
ship owner.
Ypres.
British attack southeast of
The Philippine commission baa
Belgium, repulsed.
named IL P. Willis president of thi
England has voted a credit of
New Insular bank, the founding of
to carry on the war.
which, capital 110,000,000, was authorItalian areoplanes raid Lalbach, Aus- ised by the last Legislature. Tbe
tria, In retaliation for raids on Italy. salary fixed for the position is
Austrian claim the capturo of
Albania, eight miles south of
At Manchester, England, Albert
the capital.
Holt, managing director, and Diony-siuCooper, secretary of the firm ol
Russians have captured Munch, In
Asiatic Turkey, eighty-thremiles Messrs. W. A. Holt, cotton spinners
have been sentenced to prison for vio
southeast of Erzerum.
British announce conquest of Kara-eru- latlon of the Trading With the En
Germany's colony in west Af- emy act
The London proprietors of the weekrica, has been completed.
100,
An entente submarine Is operating ly Journal Bystander were fined
50,
in the BoRpliorus and has done much the former editor, Vivian Carter,
and Lieutenant Bernard, cartoonist,
damage to Turkish shipping.
60,
depublishing a
Germany has lost another Zeppelin. pletingfora British soldier cartoon
lying intoxiFrench guns at Revlgny brought the cated beneath a tree and clasping a
big aircraft down with incendiary
bottle of rum.
hells.
A mutiny of Hindu troops in Egypt
The House of Commons has been In- Is reported by the Berlin Cologne
purmany
of the shells
formed that
Volkes Zeltung as quoted by the
chased In the United States fall to Overseas News Agency. It is said an
explode.
entire regiment mutinied, killing
Indications in diplomatic circles are twelve officers, including a major,
that Germany will insist on her policy and that other Hindu troops went
of sinking all armed ships without over to the mutineers.

NEWS

111

a

Huelow says the war will be
fought to titilan. Hut wboae UnlshT
Von

On way to be happy la not to want
hat everybody else la acrambllng to

et

Life lan't a grand, tweet aong whea
the alarm clock plays the acconipanl-menu

Tlsn't enough that a man poseeas
will power. He must hare won't power, too.
Many a demure miss before mar-

riage develops a surprising ability to
demur afterward.
always looks surprised If
a small man says something that la
worth listening ta
A crowd

Evidently, the pessimism of tbe
times baa been unable to cut down
the marriage returns.
Some men can be persuaded to
lieve everything they see In print
cept a "fresh paint" sign.

OF

beex-

h

$12.-00-

Ka-vay-

e

If a man were going to pray for an
auto be would reserve tbe p.irllege of
making bla own selection
In order to convince bis bearers, tba
talesman who saya be bas nothing to
ay abould let It go at that
Any corner grocery ought to be able
enough wise ones to recruit all the cabinet gaps In Europe.

to furnish

Man thinks be Is going to solve the
mystery known as woman after he Is
married. And then the plot thickens.

Probably the chrysanthemum owea

its success to Its specializing

In form

and color and not trying to smell like

a

rose.

A beauty doctor saya If girls would
eat more onions and fewer bonbons
they'd be much prettier. And lonelier, too.

warning.
Sporting: News
Tho allied powers have agreed to
New
At
Orleans
Joe Mandot of New
make no peace until Belgium's politi- Orleans was
awarded a referee's decical and economic freedom and integsion over Johnny Dundee of New
rity is assured.
York at the end of a twenty-roun-

Erzerum, the Turks' greatest strong-bolon the Caucasus front, is in RusThe . borse may be man's best
friend, but be can't prove it to tbe sian bands and with it were captured
satisfaction of both aldea In the bet- 100,000 Turks, the German Field Marting ring.
shal von der Goltz and more than l,00u
guns.
A nautical mile may be 6,080 or
Tbe region about Lake Van in
6.082.66 feet long, as tbe editor of the Asia Minor is completely
in the hands
People's column says, but Its depth of the Russians. The Czar's
troops
depends upon the circumstances.
are following the Turks who fled from
Erzerum and are taking many import"Wireless nausea" was proved to be ant towns along the way.
a product of tbe Imagination, or else
an attempt by "good sailors" to
Western
explain bow they happened to get sick
lames P. English, Judge of the
on the sea.
District Court at Omaha, died at bis
home of grip and resultant complicaSurgery, It la said. Is remaking tbe tions.
faces of tbe wounded.
There Is a
A quarter of a million pounds of
vast Held herí for artistic work, of wool were contracted for at Dilllon,
wbicb It Is to be boped surgery will Mont., at 30c or
better by Boston
take advantage.
buyers.
d

'

s

Six persons were Injured when a
Powder puffs Injure the eyes, oculists declare. They will have to bring Rockdale interurban car jumped the
more serious charge than that be- track at a curve near Morgan, 111., and
fore tbe powder puff Is routed from crashed into a frame dwelling bouse.
my lady's dressing table.
Spanish Consul Lleguera of Monterey was evicted from Mexico because
Why Is It that the average man will he refused to deport a Spanish priest,
r
note at tbe box he announced on his arrival at Larchanse a
office of a "mcvie" and let the plate edo, Tex.
Mm at church unless be hapWilliam Orpet, University of Wispens to have' a nickel In bis pocket? consin junior, was held to the grand
Jury at Chicago In connection with the
A speakei oelore the Chicago Medideuth of his former sweetheart, Macal society said every time a man rion Frances Lambert.
takes a pud at a cigar he shortens
The nation-widsearch for Jean
tils life 'Iba views o; the latest cenCrones,
supposed poisoner of the
who
haa
smoked
aince ha
tenarian
banqueters who partook of soup
was a boy are anxiously awaited.
erved at the recent dinner in honor
There are parades and parades, but of Archbishop Mundelin, was continnothing that equals the old torchlight ued in Chicago.
It exprocession of bygone days.
Compromise between the Republicelled In noise and smoke, and on cans and Progressives of California
could smell It a mile away.
In the nomination of California delegates to the Republican national conA
men
mer8.000
In
snout
are
There
vention to be held In Chicago, June
Inpaying
an
los who kicked over
7, was rejected by the executive
come tax; there are also U6.uoo.000
of
Republican state central
Americana who are kicking because committeethe
at San Francisco.
they can t pay an Income lax.
a

e

It was David who said In bis baste
men are liara and If be could
bave lived to read tbe charges made
by European governments, be would
bave bad bis opinion continued.
A tactor in tbe Arctic circle bas
quit bis post to Join the Hntiad torces
- the war This la about tbe most
pravti'.ai illustration tor going iroui
tbe freezing poiut lo bot Uuies, on record.

When a lady chuufteur runs over a
man and kills htm she Is stunned
and norrinrd. tt be manager to escape
with nía lile by the skin of bis teem
abe is ss mud aa a bornet because
be was In hei way.
A western professor sdvocstes that
girls be trained to carry weapons Hss
tbe long hatpin not been discovered In

tbe

West yetT

An Ohio paper says there will be no
typographical errors In heaven This
disiMises of printers and proofreaders
with one fell swoop.

Mount Vesuvius Is sgaln active snd
tbe Tiber bas been Inundating part
of Home Old Dame Nature does not
Intend to be left out of the general

disturbance.

boxing contest
R. Llndley Murray of California
and A. H. Man, Jr., former Yale captain, won places in the final round of
the national indoor tennis championship singles at New York.
'
Mrs. Virginia M. Anson, wife oi
Adrian C. (Cap.) Anson, former manager of the Chicago National League
baseball club, died at her home in Chicago. She was 56 years old.
Jack Dillon of Indianapolis floored
Vlck Hanson of Los Angeles oix
Times in the third and fourth rounds
of their eight-rounbout at Memphis,
Tenn, and won an easy decision.
March 3 is the date set for the hear
ing in Denver of the suits of Lorean
V. and John F. Coffey, who ask S20,
000 damages each for an attack thej
allege was made last A igust on Mrs
Coffey by James C. McGill, Denvei
baseball magnate.
Charles Barrett, captain of last
year's Cornell varsity football team,'
twice chosen a member of the all-- ,
American team, and regarded as one
of the greatest players in Cornell's
gridiron history, has been dropped
from the university because of poor
scholarship, according to a statement
made by Dean A. W. Smith of Sibley
d

College.

General
slight earthshock
was fell
throughout the Carolinas, Georgia and
Tennessee early Monday eveulng.
Hans Schmidt was electrocuted at
Sing Sing prison at OsslnSng, N. Y.,
for the murder of Anna Aumuller,
A

Sept

2, 1913.

Billy Sunday left Trenton, N. J., foi
Winona Lake, Ind., leaving behind him

"
nearly 17,000
and tak
ing with him about $32,358.03.
Princeton University has been bequeathed between (50,000 and $100,-00by the will of Mrs. Marie An
tonette Flske, who died recently in
Pasadena, Cal.
Washington
Leo Crane, Indian agent at Keaim
President Wilson recently took Cañón, Ariz., was killed by Indians
quick action toward heading off a according to unconfirmed reports re
leakage of Navy Department secrets eelved at FlagBtaff, Arlg., from Gallup
He caused to be nullified an adver- N. M., and Holbrook, Ariz.
tisement by the Civil Service CommisThe American Brass Company at
sion for draftsmen, under which aliens Ansonia, Conn., has declined to grant
would have been permitted to sarve the principal demands of Its 2,500
in positions of utmost trust.
striking employes after long conferA new army reorganization bill, ences between a strikers' committee
federalizing the National Guard, In- and company officials.
creasing the regular army to 131,000
Llndley M. Garrison, former secremen, doubling the field artillery, in- tary of war, bas been retained by the
creasing the engineer corps by fif- Flatten Protective committee of New
teen companies, creating four squad York for the common stock of the Inrons of air craft and an entirely new ternational Mercantile Marine Cora
corps of cadets from colleges having pany to assist in the legal fight to
military training, was agreed upou have vacated the receivership of the
tentatively by the House militar) company and restore it to its normal
committee.
status.
Peking dispatches to the Chinese
C. Schmidt, one of thi five prison
legation announced thai the capture ei-- who broke Jail at Deming, N. M.
of the Yunnan rebel stronghold of Na was captured fourteen miles from Las
lis! was imminent, and that the gov- Cruces, according to a
ernment troops had won a decisive message received at El Taso, Tex. The
victory over rebol force who attemptbody of Sheriff D. B. Stephens of Luna
ed to take possession of TbI Tslang.
county arrived at Demlng
Further sustaining the income tax
If action taken in the United States
'.aw, tbe Supreme Court, In construing District Court in San Francisco is susthe clause relating to Incomes from tained, in the event of an appeal to
nlnlng companies, upheld the govern higher courts, the Denver ft Rio
mcnt's contention that profits taken Grande railroad Is freed from any
from mines, even though reducing the danger of fulling Into the hands of a
actual physical value of tbe mines, are receiver, and its future as an Indetaxable.
pendent railroad property is assured.
com-nitte- e
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NOTICIAS DEL
ESTADO
De Interés para toda la gante
ds Nuevo Mexico,
Western Newpp-- r Tnlnn News Service.

JAP 17AR

FLEET
i

líIVESTEMlSEAS
MIKADO SENDS BATTLE CRUISERS THROUGH MEDITERRANEAN TO AID ALLIES.

removes the waste mat-

Nuevo Mexico.

liilE

Nuevo Mexico.
LOWER EGYPT.
Las cifras de la oficina del censo
estiman en 403,000 la población de
Western Newapaper Union New Service.
Nuevo Mexico.
Copenhagen,
German
Feb. 23.
El aniversario de nacimiento de
Lincoln fné observado en todas las newspapers print dispatches from

Italy stating that a Japanese war
fleet has arrived safely in the Mediterranean sea, together with a great
number of aircraft
Two Japanese steamers have been
torpedoed and sunk in the Mediterranean, the liner Yasaka Maru and
the Kenkoku Maru.
German forces delivered a strong
attack against the French positions
at the forest of Glvenchy, east of
Souchez, according to official announcement made by the French war
office, and were successful in penetrating the first lines of the French
trenches for a distance of 800 meters.
They then occupied some of the
French communicating trenches but
a French counter-attac- k
resulted in
driving them from all but a few of
these positions. The German forces
engaged in this attack amounted to
Beven battalions, and, according to
the French statement, they suffered
heavy losses.
Berlin. Senussi tribesmen advancing through Egypt from the west are

approaching the Nile valley, accord-lu' to reports from Constantinople.
The reports said that several Arab
tribes bave joined the Senussi. The
Senussi, most warlike of desert tribes,
advanced, after taking the towns of
Siva, Solium and Said Berad, the accounts state.
g
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Since the first life insurance company started In Japan In 1881, the
business has doubled every ten years.
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TrosMa-EsK- M

I had been euflering with Kidney and
Bladder trouble fur about twelve month.
My condition wu such that I waa unable
to rest at night, and waa reduced in tiesn
skjletoo. When my kidneys
to almost
would act they caused me great pain and
I did not have much appetite. Through
the advice of my father I was induced to
try Dr. Kilmer'a Swamp-HooAfter
using Swamp-Roo- t
I waa restored to
henl.h and have gained sixty pounda.
am now in good health and able to work.
I feel as well aa 1 ever did, and I cheerfully recommend Swamp-Roo- t
to others
who have kidney and bladder troubles.
Very truly youra,
T. L. WALTON.
122 W. Garrett St.
Paria, Texaa.
Personally appeared before me this
25th day of February, 1915, T. L. Walton,
who aubacribed to the above statement
and made oath that the same is true and
correct.
J. M. LONG, Notary Public,
Lamar Co., Texaa.
Prove What Swamp-Roo- t
Will Do For Yo
Bend ten cents to Dr. Kilmer A Co.,
Binghamton, N. Y., for a sample aire bottle. It will convince anyone. You will
alao receive a booklet of valuable information, telling about the kidneya and bladder. When writing, be aure and mention
t
thia paper. Recular
and
aize bottles for sale at all drug
stores. Adv.
t.
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from Berlin indicate that Germany
will soon inform the United States

Proof of Marriage.
The great detective, laying - aside
professional cares for the evening. Is
attending a dance. Introduced to a
beautiful woman, be asks her to dance
with him, and she graciously consents.
"You bave been married several
years," he murmurs, after a couple
PAY HOMAGE TO WASHINGTON. rounds of the floor.
"How could you guess that!" she
Every Agency Paused to Honor Mem- asks. "I am not wearing my
wedding
ory of First President
rtag. Do I look like a married womWashington. Every agency of the an?"
American government paused to pay . "Not at all," he replies, gallantly.
homage to the memory of George "But I knew 70U were married the moWashington in the capital which ment we started to dance. You at
bears his name. President Wilson, once began the leading." Judge.
Secretary Daniels, Ambassador Jus
serand and other national figures
House Memorial to Poe.
gathered at a celebration at ContiIn what was once known as Ford-hanental Memorial hall under the ausa suburb of New York and now
pices of associated patriotic societies.
In
New York, stands
included
Both houses of Congress suspended the humble Greater
shirgled house known aa
business while Senator Johnson of tbe Poe cottage. Here
Edgar Allan
Maine and Representative Raker ol Poe, poet, story
teller and critic, lived
California read General Washington's from 1844 until 1849. It was during
farewell address, with its poignant this period that he wrote one of bis
phrases warning against "insidious most widely known poems, "The
wiles of foreign influence," "mischiefs
Twice within recent years the
of foreign intrigues" and "the impos- Poe cottage bas been moved a short
tures of pretended patriotism." The distance because of the encroachfarewell address has been read in Con- ments of now buildings.
Is now logress every year for generations, but cated. In Poe park. After Itmany years
probably never Wore were Washing- of activity by the West Chester Histon's words so closely applied to presen- torical society, the cottage is now
t-day
conditions.
maintained as a memorial to the poet
At Mount Vernon on the Potomac and a museum in which manuscripts
wreaths and flowers were laid at and souvenirs of the poet are prethe first President's tomb and many served.
made pilgrimages to the mansion.
that her previous assurances that unresisting liners will not be attacked
without warning holds good for future
submarine operations, provided that
such liners do not carry armament

Ra-vm-

RICHEST
M. D.

COLORADOAN

DEAD.

Thatcher Passes Away at His

Home In Pueblo.
Pueblo, Colo. Mahlon D. Thatcher,

generally considered to be the richest man in Colorado, and since pioneer
days a central figure in the industrial and financial growth of the
Rocky Mountain region, died at bis
home here today. His wife, son and
three daughters were at the bedside.
Mr. Thatcher, who was 7G years
old, had been ill six weeks, and during tbe last few days his death had
been expected at any time. Earlier
In tbe morning it was announce 1
from his borne that, although be had
regained consciousness he was too
weak to give any sign that be recognized his son, who is expected to
carry on the enormous financial af$251.60.
Un perdón condicional fué concedi- fairs founded by Mr. Thatcher and
do por el gobernador á Golden Gam- his brother the late John A. Thatcher.
ble y Arthur Keating, Jóvenes de 18 y
Turks Lose 40,000 at Erzerum.
15 años, respectivamente, confinados
London. A Petrograd dispatch estide la escuela de reforma de estado.
Cada ujo había completado su mínimo mates the losses of the Turks at Erze
de tiempo y se había conducido de rum as 40,000 killed, wounded and
prisoners.
manera irreprensible en la escuela.
El Gobernador McDonald designó
La Folletta Out for Presidency.
como delegados á la Academia de CiMadison, Wis. Before 400 Progressencias Políticas que Be reúne en sesión anual duodécima en Flladeltla los ive Republicans gathered In a confer28 y 29 de abril los siguientes: W P. ence here from all sections of the
Metcnlf. Albuquerque; G. T. Veal. state. Senator Robert M. La Follette
Roswell; C. B. Kolhausen, Raton; D. announced his candidacy 'or tbe presidency at the Republican national
T. llcskins, Las Cruces; E. C. de Baconvention at Chicago next June.
ca, Las Vegau.
Emmett Ooodln confesó su culpabil
ldad en Roswell en una acusación tit
comercio de las blancas, y fué nuladc
el caso por asesinato por lo cual 41
Iba á er Juzgado.
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By essist'ni imu','.:,
increases the circulation,
invigorates the system,

Walter Nelson, un hombre de negocios de Silver City, coniltló Bulcldlo. ARABS l!l
VALLEY
Sesenta cantidatos recibieron grados en la reunión del Rito Escocés en
Santa Fé.
WILD DESERT WARRIORS DRIVE
Doce poblaciones están representaBRITISH FROM TOWNS IN
das en la Asociación de Desarrollo de

escuelas d"l estado.
Rutón gano la contienda acorca de
la posesión por el municipio d su
abastecimiento de agua.
El Club de Rifle de Magdalena ro
clbld su cédula y ha arrenlado nn
monte al este de la ciudad.
En Santa Fé se está manifestando
un movimiento hacia la organización
de una asociación de Y. M. C. A.
Las cantinas de Clovis tienen hasta
el 10 de marzo para disponer de sus
provisiones y abandonar el negocio.
El Gobernador McDonald nombró i
los siguientes notarlos públicos: Nora
E. Summers, Santa Fé; Abran Barela,
La Joya.
Las escuelas de Tucumcari se abrieron de nuevo después d3 haber estado
cerradas por tres semanas debido á la
fiebre escarlatina.
Las Señoras de Dexter han ordena
do por el valor de $30 de rosas que
se plantarán alrededor de la ciudad
con el fin de embellecerla.
La Asociación Protectora de Caza
de Santa Fé ahora cuenta con 230
miembros, todos con formal licencias
de guardianes di putados de caza.
La' segunda convención anual de la
Asociación de Criadores do Ganado y
Caballos de Nuevo Mexico se tendrá
en Demlng los 22 y 23 de febrero.
La póliza de seguros de $6,500 sobre
la escuela pública de Mogollón que
fu complejamente destruida por un
Incendio, fué pagada por completo.
Cierta cantidad de semilla de remolacha de azúcar, suficiente para phi litar 150 acres fué expedida á Las Cruces procedente de Rocky Ford, Colo.
Pedro, el niño de cinco años del
Señor y la Señora Yanez de Tucumcari, sucumbió á las heridas recibidas
en nn fuego principiado con cerillas
en sus manos.
La Señora Henry Swan, viuda del
representante Swan del condado de
Quay, que falleció hace algunos meses,
fué nombrada diputado tesorera del
condado de Quay.
El cuerpo de otro hombre muerto,
supuesto ser el de Clyde Wiggins,
quien ha estado ausente por los cuatro
ó cinco últimos meses, fué encontra
do en un cañón cerca de Mills.
Chrls Goke de Park Springs presen
tóuna demanda por premios de estado representando la suma de $159, ha
blendo matado treinta y siete coyoles,
cinco gatos salvajes y cinco iobos en
enero.
Los ciudadanos de French están agitando la cuestión de un molino de harina, habiendo recibido, una proposición de capitalistas do Oklahoma y
Miami, N. M. Se demanda una suma
de $10,000.
a
Señora May D. Smith, esposa 5 el
Reverente Ellis Smith, anteriormente
de Roswell y ahora pastor do la iglesia metodista del sud en Albuquerque,
obtuvo divorcio y manutención. Juzgó
el caso el Juez J. T. McClure.
James Sutherland, uno de los más
antiguos residentes de Roswell, y antiguo tesorero de condado, es muerto.
El Sr. Sutherland habli eBtado sufriendo de reuma por varios años. Un
envenenamiento urémico fué la causa
directa de la muerte.
Las cartas al procurador general describen cómo Tbeo. Cannard, un
ranchero del Rfo Rojo, condado de
Colfax, cavó un túnel de cuatro millas
por la nieve solo con el objeto de salvar algunas reses, entre las cuales se
encontraban algunas que no le pertenecían.
Los residentes de Mogollón están
ofreciendo una serle de diversiones
con el objeto de reunir fondos para
asistir en la reconstrucción Jf la escuela pública, recién quemada en un
incendio.
Un recién baile da "sobretodo y delantal" trajo la soma de
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Marks, German Budget
Berlin. Germany's next ordinary
budget, including 2.000,000,000 markli
Interest on war loans, will reach at
least 6.500,000,000 marks.
6,50O.OCO,000

Greatest
Results
often come from
means.

simplest

For instance one's daily
food playa a big part in deciding for success or failure.

To bring out the best
mental and physical forces
sound nourishment is imperative.

Grape-Nut- s
A FOOD

made of whole wheat and
malted barley, supplies in
splendid proportion all the
rich nourishment of the
grains, including the valuable
mineral elements, lacking in
many foods, but most necessary for vigor and activity of
brain and body.

"There's a Reason"
lor
Grape-Nu- ts
Sold by Grocers.
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Prices for Metala.
Lead, New York, $8.274; bar silver,
6Gc; spelter, St Louis, 117.42; copper, casting, $25.87.
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Wheat Field
In a bulletin of the United States department ot agricultura wrlten to
t
to the corn belt farmer of the middle We, some ways of "cashing in"
thn scientific advice offered him in hundred! of bulletins already published.
Cart Vrooman, asnlstant secretary of
the department, devotes a section to
the discussion of the best rotations.
"Not until you get clover or some
other egume Into your scheme of
farming," he says, "do you have a rotation that pays dividends in bigger
crops. Many farmers think they are
beeping up to date and farming scientifically if they have five or ten acres
In alfalfa and get a stand of clover on
field once In
a twenty or thirty-acrThis is a serious
, two or three years.
inlstaku. The productivity of a farm
is not being kept up on a permanent
basis unless annually at least
of that farm is made to grew
legumes, which are either plowed under as stable manure or green manure."
system becomes effec
The cjrn-oat- s
tive wli-i- n a year of clover Is' added
and thv rotation runs corn, oats,
clover. In sections where oats do not
produce ifood yields wheat may be sub
stituted
The Importance of Including clover
In the rotation, however, has been def
initely ostabllshed by a long aeries of
experiD.enta carried on in Illinois. As
far baik as 1879 two rotations were
started one being corn and oats and
the other corn, oats and clover. These
rotations were continued without
changt. During the years from 1901 to
1911 rue average yield of corn In the
sug-gen-
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Try as you will, after an application
Danderlne, you cannot find a single
trace of dandruff or falling hair and
your scalp will not Itch, but what will
please you most, will be after a few
Arizona.
weeks' use, when you see new hair,
The Little Daisy mine at Jerome U fine and downy at first yes but really new hall- - growing all over the
promising property.
Wages of the men at the Bunker scalp.
A little Danderlne immediately dou
Hill Mining Company at Tombstone
bles the beauty of your hair. No differhave been Increased ten per cent.
Drifting on the
level ot the ence how dull, faded, brittle and
Qolconda Extension is being rushed scraggy, just moisten a cloth with
draw It
and every foot ot advance shows the Danderlneyourand carefully
through
hair, taking one small
ore body to be better and better.
a
The effect Is ImIn Michigan.
Deposits of hubnerlte and wolfram strand atand time.
amazing your hair will
mediate
this rotation one of the chief adran ite carrying a high percentage of be light, fluffy and wavy, and have an
tages is that wheat follows the legume tungsten are being developed In the appearance of abundance; an Incomand there is thus plenty ot time to pre Eureka, Tip Top and Tjle Creek sec parable luster, softness and luxuripare the ground for It. It Is becoming tions of Tavapal county.
ance, the beauty and shimmer of true
also a general practice In some parts
The Mother Lode Mining Company, hair health.
of the corn belt to seed aweet clover In operating the Roadside property. In
Oet a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton'i
the Union Pass section, has entered Danderlne from any store and prove
the big vein 25 feet and opened a that your hair Is as pretty and sort
splendid body of milling ore.
as any-th- at
it has been neglected or
The Carter entered the big vein on Injured by careless treatment that's
X
the 250 foot level, cutting fifteen feet all. Adv.
of ore assaying from $2C to $90. the
Whyl
average being .close to 130 across the
"Did she turn green with envy?"
whole breast. This crosscut has been
"No It wouldn't have harmonized
watched with Interest by many people
In Uatman and Kingman who have with her general color scheme."
pinned their faith on this mine mak Judge.
ing good.
The Calumet & Arizona showed net
earnings In 1915 of about $0,400,000, GAS, DYSPEPSIA
or $10 per share, from a production
02,500,000 pounds of copper, compared
with C3.000.000 pounds in 1914. This
exceeds all previous records of production and earnings by a wide margin, and 1915 was the banner year In 'Tape's Diapepsin" settles sour,
the company's history.
gassy stomachs in tive

Excellent Field of Corn.
former was only 38.1 bushels per acre,
While in the latter it was 57.2.
What is known as "standard Illinois
rotation" is the following: Corn, oats
with clover seeding, clover, wheat In
TREATMENT OF POTATO SEED

PROFITS

clover-timoth-

y
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A DAIRY
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Assets

Solution of Commercial Formalin and Cow, to Be Most Productive Must
Have Care and Consideration Due
Water Will Destroy Disease
to Animal Mother.
Spores of Tubera.

Cor-roelv-

Leg Banda Are Cheap.
Leg bands are very cheap. When
you sort out your pullets band the
right leg; next year band the left leg
and the third vear do net band. The
fourth year dispose of hens With
band on right leg and begin over by
banding right leg. Or get celluloid
bands, using different colors for each
year. This Is better than toe mar
tng young chicks.

(By H. M. COTTRELL.)
The man to make the most profits
from a dairy herd must be a gentleman
kind, considerate, progressive, intel
ligent. Milk is the product of motherhood. The cow Is a mother and gives
milk to develop the life of her baby.
the calf. The dairy cow, to be made

most productive, must have the care
and consideration due to every animal mother. She must have milk producing feed and feed that will develop
fully her unborn calf while she is milking. She must have bodily comfort
shelter, water, salt, shade in hot
weather, and pure air all the time.
She must be petted. When a man
takes her calf away from the cow and
milks her, he becomes for the time to
her a secondhand calf. The cow loves
her calf and Is happy when she is giving milk to it. The more the dairy
man can pet his cows, make them
comfortable and make them like blm
as they do their calves, the more milk
they will give and the richer will be
the milk. This sounds like "gush" but
Is cold business truth that closely followed will bring profits.

A Full And Complete Line of Accessories

At All Times

Official Agents For "Pep"
Daily Stage Line Between Lordsburg, Tyrone
And Silver City. Save Time And Money
WW wwvwwvwwvwww

Peach Tree.
A peach tree, after It haa been winter-Working Ahead.
killed,
be cut back to stubs a
It the manure la hauled out during toot or twomay
long,
and it tho ends arc
completed
la
the winter a bard Job
If the roots are In good
when spring opens up, and the team painted and new
top will grow to take
la roady for plowing rather than haul condition, a
the place of the one that wat kaied.
ing manure lot a week or two.
Wlnter-Klllo-
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Headquarters at the
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Central Location, Restaurant Adjoining t
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Milling Macnine Work

Assayer and Chemist
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GEORGE W.

ReprenTiturlve For 8hnirrs to the
EL PASO SMEL tKU.
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V. Worningstar,

ATTORNEY AT LAW
LORDSBURG,
W

M. M.

tllXKO,

CROCKER. M.D.
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AR'IHURW. IIOUCK

Assayer and Chemist

Aiteni for Ore Shippeig
at Hip Do u i; as Smeitrrs.
UOLI) AMI MI.VKK lit I.IIOM
I'UKCH AKU
Box 392
355 10th St.
ARKON.t,

UllCOLAH,

Terrell & Black
LAWYERS
MEW ITXIOO
EILTES CITY
rt ill b" st Lordsburif at, n e uitlo of
' . W Marsa ls, on t lie tirstarH ihrd
SATURDAY f each mouib for the
outenlvnce of clients

MORNINGSTAR & AUGUSTINE

OlMrlct KurKft'ti Southern PhcIHo nod Art
to un k New MiiM Hn'iruM'iP, duiyon to
4uartctin 1 onvoiidated Cupper Co.
New Mexico.
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Insurance
Leading Companies Scottish
Union, Firemen' j, Connecticut
PALETIVK

HOME,

Your Business Solicited

Cooperas

Custcm Assay Office

Sulpiuric Acid
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ferro-vanadlu-

$6,000,000

Deposits made by mall are promptly acknowledged.

Roadsters, Touring Cars

fifty-cen-
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The Ford Agency

vein of coal has been located near the Continental Divide, 20
miles from Dubois, and numerous
of mineral and oil land are
said to have recently been filed on
Some Weight.
near Dubois.
Redd How much does his automoBurlington offices report that several producing oil wells have been bile weigh?
Greene You mean with the mortstruck In the vicinity ot Oreybull. It
Is asserted that on the Oreybull town-sit-e gage?
of about 1C0 acres there are seventy-two
producing wellp. In one lo- TAKE A GLASS OF SALTS
cality there being one flowing well on
WHEN BLADDER BOTHERS
each of five town lots that He side by
side.
Harmless to Flush Kidneys and NeuOil operators from Oklahoma are
tra lis Irritating Acids Splendid
evincing quite an interest In and
for the 8ytem.
around Casper and are looking foi
Kidney and Bladder weakness result
leases ot deeded and state lands in all
directions from the city. It is under- from uric acid, says a noted authority.
stood that they have made offers to The kidneys filter this acid from the
take up leases held by local parties 1u blood and pass It on to the bladder,
the Big Muddy field, tnd If the ar- where It often remains to Irritate and
rangements can be made will start inflame, causing a burning, scalding
sensation, or setting up an Irritation
drilling at once. '
at the neck of the bladder, obliging
you to soek relief two or three times
Colorado,
during the night. The sufferer is In
From Breckenridge comes a report constant dread, the water passes
In the Welling- sometimes with a scalding sensation
that the
ton, near the tenth level about 1,100 and Is very profuse; again, there Is
feet from surface have cut a twelve-foo- t difficulty In avoiding it
line-leavein of
ore.
Bladder weakness, most folks call
urinaExtensive operations are being It, because they can't control
planned for the development ot the tion. While it Is extremely annoying
Wellington mine In Breckenridge, ac- and sometimes very .painful, this Is
cording to reports that have been re- really one of the most simple ailments
overcome.
Get about four ounces
ceived from the Summit county gold to
of Jad Salts from your pharmacist and
camp.
take a tablespoonful In a glass of
In the Isabella mine at Cripple water before breakfast, continue this
Creek the recent ore strike Is stand- for two or three days. This will neuing up under development, the aver- tralize the acids In the urine so It no
age o.' the three and
t
tool ore longer Is a source of Irritation to the
vein yielding $S0 to the ton. The bladder and urinary organs which then
aylvanite streak, some four Inches in act normally again.
width, yields $16,800 to the ton.
Jad Baits Is Inexpensive, harmless,
Is made from the acid of grapes
and
An Important project In connection
lemon Juice, combined with lltbla,
with the mining industry in Colorado and
and is used by thousands of folks who
r
Involves a
lease taken by the are subject to urinary disorders caused
United States Smelting and Refining by urlo acid Irritation. Jad Salts Is
Company, a $7s,000.noo Boston corpo- splendid for kidneys and cauBcs no
ration, ot 200 acres of iapd In the bad effects whatever.
Fryer Hill basin at Lendville, lnclud- Here you have a pleasant, effervesIng some of the richest producing cent Uthfa-wate-r
drink, which quickly
properties In that famous territory.
relieves bladder trouble Adv.
The higher prices for lead, copper,
At the Musle 6'.ore.
spelter, tungsten and
She What key do you want It In?
now prevalent In London and New
He Any key that will fit our piano.
Cornell Widow.
York, account fully for the generous
dividends from mines and smelters,
flirt Relieved byOftint Application
OINTMhNT. th
which were sent out In January, Indi- AM aml lnU lid.
7.
fot mil toriu or ftlee Unwuw
HDtvrul
cating that 1916 will prove an excep- Ketuoa munef it ll tftila. MM.
tional year for the mineral Industry,
Carries Passengers.
now better directed and more truly referryboat. Prince
The
before.
munerative than ever
Edward Island, plying on the Straits
Reports were current that another of Northumberland, Canada, has palabig strike had been made In the Crip- - tial accommodations for passenger
I
pie creek district, this time on the It Is the first boat ot th kind to be
jsaoolla property.
so equipped."
e
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LORDSBURG, NEW MEXICO
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You don't want a slow remedy when
your stomach Is bad or an uncertain
oneor a harmful one your stomach
la too valuable; you mustn't Injure it.
rape's Diapepsin is noted for Its
speed In giving relief; Its harmless-ness- ;
Steam Heat. Hot snd Cold Water. Electric I lirlits.
Its certain unfailing action In J
S
PU1 VATE ÜAT1JS. REASOHAhtLK EATKS
regulating sick, sour, gassy stomachs.
Us millions of cures In Indigestion,
dyspepsia, gastritis and other stomach I
trouble has made It famous the world
XWWVtVWWWVWVWiitiitWVVWVVtVMVV)(
I
over.
Keep this perfect stomach doctor In
yo home keep It handy get a large
t
case from any dealer and
Easthen If anyone should eat something
which doesn't agree with them; it
what they eat lays like lead, ferments
and sours and forms gas; causes headache, dizziness and nausea; eructamber
tions of acid and undigested
as soon as Pope's Diapepsin
Contractor, Builder, Estimator
comes In contact with the stomach all
such distress vanishes. Its promptPlans and Estimating Free
ness, certainty and ease In overcoming
reveIs
the worst stomach disorders a
Mining Timbers Framed. Mining Wedes made and Sold
s
lation to those who try It Adv.

making the roads impassable.
While attempting to thaw out a barrel of oil for use In the rmelting room
of the Mogollón Mines Company, the
oil became ignited and before the
blaze was extinguished damage estimated at $1,000 resulted.
Reports so far received by the
State Tax Commission from the coal
and metal mining concerns ot New
Mexico, covering their operations during the calendar year 1915, Indicate
thpt the total "net valuo" of product
ot mines, taxable under the Springer-Hawkin- s
mine tax law. will be approximately $10,000,000, yielding a tax

Is harvested

the clover makes a rank growth and
may be plowed under In the fall or fol
lowing spring. In this way In each
four-yea- r
rotation there are two
legume crops to plow under and at the
same time three grain crops to har
vest. The rotation may be changed to
r
one by adding an extra year
a
of corn if this is desired.
If the farm Is badly run down and
much organic matter and nitrogen
must be added to the soil before the
corn can bo raised profitably, sweet
clover seeded In the wheat may be al
lowed to stand over for a crop the fol
lowing year. The rotation will then
be as follows: Corn, oats with clover
seeding, clover, wheat with sweet
clover seeding, sweet clover.
If a short rotation is desired, one
that will be effective In building up a
farm is the following: Corn,
rye with clover and timothy seeding,
clover and timothy. The rye is seeded
in the standing corn and the clover
and timothy seeded In the rye early In
the following spring. The rye Is hogged
off and, as the clover matures, part of
it is used for hog pasture and part for
sod ia then
hay. The
turned under tor corn. Under this
plan all the rye grown Is left whore
it is produced and all the cornstalks
cut up and worked Into the soil. Furthermore, all the manure made by the
hogs in gathering the rye and corn is
left in the field.

Potato diseases such as fusarlum,
stem rot and scab, live over winter on
the seed and In the soil. Planting infected seed in diseased soil simply perpetuates the disease. The way to prevent scab Is to disinfect seed potatoes
and plant them in clean soil upon
which the crop has not been grown
for several years preceding. Thorough
treatment with a solution of one pint
commercial formalin to 40 gallons wae
ter will destroy disease spores.
sublimate also can be used.
Dissolve tour ounces in five gallons hot
water and after it cools add 25 gallons
water. Soak the tubers for one and a
halt hours in this solution, when they
may be cut and planted.
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Stand of Sweet Clover.
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4 percent, interest paid on Savings Accounts.

Ot

minutes

.

rMMlont,

t'APITAI. AND MI'Hfl.lS

U nlon

New Mexico.
Two shipments ot bullion are still
In the Mogollón camp and shortly
there will be three, due to the storms
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First National Bank

Girls! Beautify Your Halrl Make It
oft. Fluffy and Luxuriant Try
the Moiat Cloth.

-
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tarjr of Department of Agriculture.)
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FREE FROr.l DAIIDRUFF

ÜIIÍIKG AliD OIL
NEWS

GL055Y

Critchett

&

Ferguson

Clifton
Free from Antimony and Ar--

Made from tin cHehra'ed

Ore.

senlfl.
KNERT.
IIIIH KT.EOTRICAL
GIvps more failsfacfory rppnltslii
Reduction Works litan ai.) Chemicals
í: i he market,
A lone ftrlRh' haul saved to the
consumers in both states Arizona
and New Mex.
Prices In compeslllon with the

REPRESENTATIVE
P. O. Box 712

FaT ÉkaVAalaa
"W' aVaatatáBaa.

Feed

FAYW003 HOT SPRINGS.
for Kheumatlfim. Stvi'ach Trouble,
Kidney A'lmnts, Inflamatlotis, Ar-e- r
al iiarrienlntr. locomotor Ataxia.
Nf rvuus Breaking etc. Perfect Treatment, Per fee Clim&te. Health, Plea-lurLari(e Modern Homl. Ronklel

T.

CI.

MoDermott.

WHITE and ANDREWS
Attorney

a
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WASHINGTON LOAN & TRUST BUIUINO
WASHINGTON. D. C.
Special attention to public Lnd aud Minina caerá before the General Land Office and Interior
rxpartmenL
PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS

El Paso. Texas.
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Livery Staele

JONES & BTJRNst

Eastern Matleis.

Copper Co.
Arizona
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Dr. R. E. BÜVEKS
DENTAL SUKIIK0N.
Offic: Blown Block
Fymniid St.

Permanently Located.
LOHOPBC HO. NEW MEXICO.
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I'lMPKI.N HILL
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Our mayor's hops rooted up Dr.
Killem's ro?e bush Sunday, but the
town bourd passed an ordinance on
riIPMSHFI FRIDAYS.
The snipe supper piven by our Monday ruling that this
i.i not a
FORMS CLOHK THURSDAY EVENING
y
band at trie schoolhouse last
misdemeanor in Pumpkin II ill. loc
ye
was
a
fizzle,
total
and
nitfht
informs us that he will take his
Entered at the PoKt Office at IxinUtmnr. New editor has been threatened with a case to the supreme court.
brick bat serenade for advertising
Mexico, at Second Claw Mail Matter
that 5c would be charged at the
door. Because of this, everybody
LAND SCRIPT
Br PARIS V. BUSH,
came in through the skylight, to
Editar aad Owner
U. S. Commissioner Eush has sesave expense. Not a Mushing pen- cured several blocks of Santa Fe
ny was taken in. Si Uubbins' wife land script in 160 acre tracts
lur
PRICES
SUBSCRIPTION
one of her concealed gloves sale at approximately $5.50 per
tore
Tl.ree Months
the ankle while making a acre and fully guaranteed.
Bin Months
For
' above
descent. ' The committee wants sale as long as it lasts to the first
On Year..
Subscription Alwars Payable In Advance.
us to announce that the supper is romera
to be repeated Friday and popular
prices will prevail everywhere, at
SAN SIMON LAND
every door, window, skylight and
February 25, 1916
Will sacrifice 1G0 acres of land
moth hole in the building. A large
(unimproved) one mile southwest
crowd is unexpected.
Goldie LHmplo
is having the of San Simon. In the artesian belt.
DOES IT TAKE YOU IN?
pimple removed from her nose this Southeast quarter section 35. ReasThose who go out of Loidsburg week. Up to this writing we have onable price and terms. See Faris
to do their trading.
not learned what she will put in V. Bush, U. S. commissioner, Lordsplace of it.
burg, N. M.
who oppose ImproveThose
ments.

COAL : LUMBER

--

MIIWiNiBIIIIIIMIIW..lll)liaaiBia

Those who prefer a quiet, listless town to one of improvement.
' Those who imagine they run the
town.

A Distinctive Reason

Those who think business can be
done slvly without advertising.
men.

themselves

Those who oppose every public
enterprise which does not appear
of personal benefit to them.
Those who seek to injure the
credit of individuals.
The life of a country editor can
easily be described in one word of
four letters.
It does not matter
what is written or said there is
always someone to find fault. Some
one is going to get mad even
though it is a wee little news item
in itself perfectly harmless. But
the Liberal force has learned to
forget that there are criticisms in
store after each week's issue or
We give our readers
"peeved."
the news when it is news, and we
that some one is going to get
try at all times to do the fair,
square thing. It is impossible to
please everyone. We know that
we please the majority, if we did
not we would have no subscription
list.

(

Deliveries

morrow I'm going to put you in
the chicken house."
"Well," came back the answer,
"you can put me in the chicken
house but I'm not going to lay any
eggs."
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W. F. RITTER

Representing lieadinj? Insurance Companies
Sherwin-William- s
Paints
!

The other day as I stood in the
doorway of the R. & L. Mercantile
Company s store, a stranger, hav'
ing become separated from his
wife in .Lordsburg noon traffic,
rushed up to Manager Jackson,

Lordsburg

Ckanin:;, Pressing Abcring

-

DR. PRICE'S CREAM BAKING POWDER

On an outback trip I lately slept
at intervals in a hotel, where
thin partitions of a range of bed
rooms stopped, like the stalls of a
stable, half way to the ceiling
And in the stilly watches of the
night I lay awake and listened to
the finest demonstration of plain
and fancy snoring that it has ever
been my fate to hear. It was no
straightahead, robust, monotonous
affair, but full of sudden, awful
variations. Sometimes strangula
tion seemed imminent; then in the
middle of a fantasia the agony
stopped suddenly, and there was
silence. From far away down the
stalls I heard a voice wearily ex
claim: "Thank God! He's dead"

MADE FROM CREAM OF TARTAR
DERIVED FROM CRAPES

PUMPKIN HILL ITEMS

Agency at 85 Mine

Parlors
Mullarkey

4

Malll

Ealazar

EOTEL

LORDSBURG

OffiCB,

RathbH ME Company
EL PASO, TEXAS

BUILDERS' MATERIALS
rcd-iaXct010,37- s
BUILDING

EQUIPMENT
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It becomes our painless duty this
week to report the surrender of
Miss Geranium Dipper to MrBrainy Gord, Squire Bluegrass
pulling the marriage loop in two
minutes and eight seconds by the
town clock. This is a record the
Squire is proud of and he has allowed Brainy 2 per cent off on the
.
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sat:

knot-tiein-

Write for our Catalogue.

It's for

You

BUY IH EL PASO

fee for time payment

g

Miss Dipper looked very saucy on
her wedding day, wearing an apron

of unbleached tea flannel trimmed
with Duroc Jersey lace. In her
left hand she held a beautiful
spray of Italian spaghetti, and in
her right she carried Brainy s arm,
which was very tired from plugging rat holes under the court
house a day or so previous to the
closing of the contract with fair
Brainy wore a conGeranium.
ventional galvanized collar button
and a pair of muleskin shin protectors that matched the squire's suspenders in a most pleasing manner.
After the crisis. Geranium's mother passed the pickle sandwiches
and the whipped cream, which had
prepared for the occasion and will be long remembered by the guests who at this writing are recovering nicely. Upon
their return to Pumpkin Hill, Mr.
and Mrs. Gord will make their
home in Slim Plug's livery stable. ,?QOt
Brainy will resume his occupation
as barber on Bill Mutton's sheep
ranch. The Pumpkin Hill News
will kindle his fires every morning,
as Brainy says we publish a pretty warm sheet.

Errors are .Ancient History
Error-pro-

bookkeeping is

of

lust as necessary for the

pro-

tection of your money on
deposit with us as is a modern, burídar-proo- f
safe.
The Burroughs Bookkeeping Machine which we are
using in our accounting department, handles the bookkeeping work with absolute
accuracy.
Its figuring is
done by parta of hardened
eteel it can' t make a mistake.
Errors in the handling of
our depositors' accounts are
ancient history since we have
been using this modern equipment.
This extra safeguard in
handling the figures which
represent your transactioaa

.

NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, V. 8. Land Of-- '
fire at Las Cruces. N. M., Feb. 9. litis.
Notice is hen by liven that Carl W. Puarhel.
el (.are. N. M., who, on February I, 11. made
homestead entry. No. 07VK. for Nfc1 Sec. 24
T. 4 8.. K. 14 W., and on Sept. . IMS, made
additional homestead entry No. Ol'.'ZU. for
Sr.i Section n. Township Í4 8., Ranae 14
W
N. M. P.. Meridian, haa filed notice of
Intention to make final three year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described.
bWor
Farú V. Bush., United States) toraml.-aiuiie- r.
at Lordbura-- N. M., on the 2Mh
liar of March, Wis.
Claimant names as witnesses:
F. S. Case, of Case. N. M. ; John Worms.
Clarence Williams, of Separ, N. at.; O. M.
Parks, of Caite, N. M.
John L. Butnsld.-- . Kssioter
ivb.l Mar.l? '

"If you aren't good in school

If (I d

"McMahan, show the gentleman
the coffins. Gent s mourning oth
er aisle," replied Mr. Jackson.

pp

bors. The newspaper reader nine
times out of every ten is a good
citizen.

NOTICE ro PUBLICATION
Deparlsnent of the Interior. U. 8. Ind Office
at La Truca. N. M., February 14. 11.
Notice U hereby riven that Doran A. L. Wo-wof Anima. N. M . who, on June 19, 190.
made homestead entry No. 03328. for SW.
Section II. Tewiuhip 2 S.. Ranee 1 W., N. M.
P. Meridian, haa filed notice of intention to
make final five year proof, to establish claim
the land ahora described, before Alfred B.
Ward, W. S. i m it. i toner, at Anima, N. M..
on the 28th day of March, 11.
C
laimant rtarr.ee as witnesses:
Tai W. Cslliren, Charlea Conner. Melvin A.
Wood. Juan Freeman, all of Anima. N. M.
Fcb.3&-Mar.!- 4
John U Burnaldc, Reciater.

,

DIPPER-GOR-

. It is the
reader of newspapers
who keeps up with what is going on
in his community and the country
in general. The newspaper reader
is well informed on politics, reli
gion, government, laws and instituHe knows the current
tions.
events, and who's who and what's
what in all matters. The newspaper reader is a good citizen and a
keen business man ; he is progressive and liberal in his thinking;
and in hs treatment of his neigh-

"You young fellows who have
your eyes focused on the britrht
phts ond the gayeties of the big
cities should get out your stub pencils, and do a sum in addition
If you go the way of others and
drift to the big city you will naturally annex a "best girl." She wil'
want you to take her to the then
ter once a week, and thaLwill cost
4
or th( tickets. $5 or so for the
taxi and $3 or $4 for the supper after the performance.
Then fre
quently she will want an automo
bile ride on Sunday and the car
and chauffeur will touch you up
to the tune or $2 to 54 an hour. A
ox of candv and a few sodas and
Sundries and a bouquet will eat up
another $3. Your dancing lessons
will cost you $30 a season, and a
spiked tail suit will wipe out an
other 540, and your dancing Dumps
will absorb at least a V. Of course
It's great sport while it lasts, but
the first thing you know you'll be
yelling your head off for the old
man to send car fare home and the
price of a full stomach before you
start. Yen. city life is great in
more ways than one.

P'rom the mouths of babes we
hear all manner of strange things
but the strangest of these occurred the other night as I was going
to dinner. I was passing a Lordsburg home and as I neared the
gate I heard a fond mother reprimanding her little daughter.

I
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"Excuse me, but I've lost my

is one

.

Gallop

n

-

wife".

There are several good reasons, but there
which distinguishes Dr. Price's from
other baking powders.
This reason, which every woman should"
know, is that Dr. Price's Baking Powder is
made from cream of tartar, which comes
from grapes. This means a healthful fruit
origin. It means natural food as distinguished from mineral substitutes used in
other baking powders.
There is no alum nor phosphate in

' Those who oppose every movement that does not originate with

St

!

stating:

What is the chief reason for the superiority of Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder?

Those who kick at pubic spirited

INSURANCE

Three factors inyour Existance Supplied with the Best

Fri-dn-

H--

:

been-carefull-

make helpful suggestions.
Any service, consistent
with good banking practice,
which is in the power of this
bank to offer you will be
given freely and cheerfully at
-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

It

Ame Hilliker, proprietor of our
general store, also codfish, ice
cream and notary public. Lemuel
has not beea able to visit his brother her for nineteen years, having been In the penitentiary for
that length of time.

a trial

rv
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i

.
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still use Cardul ,when I feel a little bad,
and it always does me good.
Headache, backache side ache, nervousness,
tired, worn-ofeelings, etc, are sure signs of womanly trouble. Signs that you need Cardui, the woman's
tonic. You cannot make a mistake in trying Cardul
for your trouble. It has been helping weak, ailing
women for more than fifty years. v
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Your

Patronage Solicited
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HAVE "RED" DO YOUR PAINTING
soooQcsosoac

M

The Woman's Tonic

4

Fine Grade of Bottled Goods and
Cigars, Wines and all classes of
Fancy Liquors. Keg Beer on Tap

La

board of health.

1

PROPRIETORS

y

NOTICE: Flirting with the editor is strictly forbidden by the

Mrs. Sylvania Woods, of Clifton Mills, Ky., In
writing of her experience with Cardul, the woman's
tonic. She says further: "Before 1 began to use
Cardul, my back and head would hurt so bad, I
Jhought the pain would kill me. I was hardly able
to do any of my housework. After taking three bottles
of CarduL 1 began to feel like a new woman. I 6oon
gained 35 pounds, and now, I do all my housework,
as well as run a big water mill.
1 wish every suffering
woman would give

)

J. MORRIS. HARRY WRIGHT

the west to visit his brother, Mr.

It Always Helps
says

t

L.

Mr. Lemuel Hilliker is here from

ji
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with us is Just one of the
ways in which we are prepared to give you service.
Another service we offer is
consultation and advice in
the business affairs of our.
customers, when such belp
is asked for.
Talk over your business
and financial problems with
us any officer of this bank
will be gad to consult with
such matters at any
rou on Often
we are able to

Anytime.

Under New Management

i

NOTICB FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land Office at Laa Cruces. N. M., Feb. 9, 1918.
Notice ia hereby sriven that Adolph H.
Hirach, of Playa. N. M . who on July 1. 191b.
NE
Sec 1. Wl NWV4 Sec 20. Township
Kange 17 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has
it 8., homestead
entry No. 011912, for
made
filed notice of intention to make final three
year proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before J. at. Trippe. U. 8.
Commissioner, at Playas, N. M., on the loth
day of March, 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses,:
'
John A. Croon, William Adams. John W.
Walker, Guernsey Adams, all of Playas,
N. M.
.
reb.ls-Mar.1John h. Buriukle. Register
Serial No. 01177
Department of the Interior, I'nittd
Utud Ulhce at Las Cruces. New Mexico.

NOTICE
ift hnhy given Irwit on

States

Always The 'Best

Of What?
I

I

Kottct?
the 20th day of
.
January, A.
1916. The Sunta he Pacific
Co., made application at the United Stair
Land Oftice, at Laa. Cructn. New Mexico, by
How el Juuea. its lind CummissiofieT. to aelrct
under the Act oí Mnrch 4. mj, the following
described hind,
The wrwt half of the Northwest Quarter and the
North wrt quarter of the StMJthwcM quarter of
ecth. thirteen; lite Northe.iM quarter of the
aoothenst quarter of aevtioit fimrtten. iu township thirty-onaouth of run we eiKhteen went of ()
the New Mratcu Meridian Mew Mexico. Containing one hundred and tivty aerea.
The purixwe of this notice ia tonllowall nervous
clittni.utf th land adversely, or doiriiifr to show
it to be mineral iu character, an optKirtunity to 1
file objection to uch locution or election with
the loot! officer for the land dtrt t in which
: at the land office afure-1- 1
the luikd in tntuate.
id. and to eMjttrlih their iuirrcül the rem. or
Ihe mineral character thereof.
John U- Burns kie. ReKtcr

l.
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Fine bottled wines, and all classes
of Liquors. A special holiday line of
WHISKEY - WINES c5c CIGARS
For the Best Keg Beer in town call
at the Clifton Bar. Always Excellent
"

Clifton.
J- -

S. BROWN,

DBa-- r

Proprietor

Protect Yourself and Family
American Nat'l Insurance

ETE1NS ITEMS
Mr. Estabrook, who was quite
ui, is improving.
The Hotel Steins is undergoing
a general
and re
pairing.

Office of the Commissioner ol Public Lands,
Slate of New Mexico.
Santa Ft, N. M., December 2, 1M5.

NEW SHOE SHOP
S. Brisen, Prop.
GUARANTEED

ft, 3.

PUBLIC LAND SALE

Co.

Of Galveston, Trxaa
enquiries to Box 882, Lordsbur

Addreoa

co?iRiSFo:a)EríCE

Change of Date of Sale

With Ineeranre In

BOOT and SHOE

IiEPAI RING
Shop adjoining Charlie Lee Block

East Robert & Leahy's Store

REDROCK AUTO
STAGE LINE

Notice is hereby given that pursuant to the
provision! of an Act of Congress approved
June 20, 1910, the laws of the State ot New
Mexico, and the rulea and regulationa of the
State Land Office, the Commissioner of Public Landa will offer at public sale, to the
highest bidder, at ten o'clock, A. M., on
Mny the 8th, 1916, in the town of Silver
City, County of Grant, State of New Mexico,
in front of the court house therein, the following described tracts of land, via:
Lots ), 4, 5, 6, 7, KtfSWtf, SEtfNWX,
Sec. 6, NKHSKtf Sec. 7, all ol Sec. 9, all
of Sec. In, SEK Sec. 18, all of Sec. I, all
of Sec. 20, all of Sec. 1, all of Sec 28, all
of Sec. 29, all of Sec. JO, Lot, 1, 2, 3, 4,
EysNWX, EWsWM, NtfSEH, NE"4 Sec. 31,
all of Sec. 32, all of Sec 33, T.
)S.. R.
16W all of Sec. 3, all of Sec 4, all of Sec
5, all of Sec. 6, all of Sec. 7, Nji, SEK,
NylSWji Sec. 8, all of Sec. 9, all of Sec.
10, all of Sec, 15, all of Sec. 16, E'-i- ,
SWtf.
WK.NWKi Sec 17, all of Sec. 18, all of Sec.
19, all of Sec. 20, all of Sec. 21, all of Sec.

Haydon and Sund are shipping
a car toad of copper ore to El Paso
this week.
The Steins' bachelors report no
threats from any ladies anywhere
tnis oeing leap year.
Several important mining tran
aactions are pending here. One
is the reported sale of the
property and the other
the Volcano mine.
Mc-Kenz-

31S., R. 16W., NEVsNE
Sec. 29,
NEMNWX Sec. 33, SEtfSWK, NyiSWK Sec.
R. 17W., Lot 4, Sec. 31, T. 29S,
J4, T. 28S
K. 16W., S'.',SEV4 Sec. 3, NEMSKJÍ Sec. 10,
S',NWtf, SWU Sec. 11, E,NW)i, SEHSEK
23,
Sec.
Sec.
EHNEK
SWNWK
NWtfSWtf Sec. 24. T. 29S., R. 17W. con-
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The patented process makes
Prince Albert so good in a pipe
or rolled into a cigarette that

ie

it
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VIEW

its popularity is now universal! It satisfies all smoke,

desires

This patented process,
which also removes bite and
parch, is controlled by us. No
other tobacco can be like
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to change the shape
and color of unsalable brnnds
to imitate the Prince Albert
tidy red tin. Oof rf ia imsoiii blm
to imitate the flavor of Prince
Albert tobacco I The patented
ot ecU that 1

And smoked in a makin's cigarette, Prince Albert is so
refreshing and delightful that it gives you a new idea of
cigarette happiness. Any way you fire-u- p Prince Albert, it
will win you quick as a flash it's so good and so friendly !
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO, Winston-SaleN. C
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Everett is reported

to have received a fall some days
JLo(P.BAU
ago that ame nearly proving
Local and Personal
K. MT. Flahar. C. O.
very
He is getting
The Rev. . E. Foulks of Deming
K. M. Beynolde Clark
along nicely.
will conduct both services at the
17
in
if ITUWl VU7fVU7iZ.
Methodist church next Sunday,
Sec. 15, É2l EJ4WK,, SWKSW5 Sec. 22, all
Rev. Mr. Huggett going to Bowie
of Seca. 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, M, 35, 36, T. 32S.,
REDROCK
R. 20W., all of Seci. 1, 2. 3, 10,
T. 33S..
to preach.
LORDSBURG LODGE No. 50
R. 20W
Sec. 11, all of Sec. 13, all of
NEJ
Last
grip
Meets every Monday night at I o'clock
week's
sufferers
were
The recently reorganized choir
14,
Sec.
NJSEM,
Sec.
SESE
flatting Drcibera invitad to attend
Allen Wright, R. H. Woods and at the Methodist church is doing
15, all of Sec. 16, Eyj, SEJNW,
EaSW
S. K. O ass, Noble Grand
.
Sec 22, all of Seca. 23 and 24, Ey..
good work.
On Sunday evening
E'XSWW Sec. 25. NVÍ. SW5Í. N'3SEvá. Louis Champie.
Wm Tyra, Secretary
Mrs. Wells sang a solo very sweet
Sec. 26, E4. EyíNWJÍ, EjSW
SWHSE
A very enjoyable dance was ly and Miss Huggett sang one none
E
Sec. 27,
Sec. 34,
NWJ,
NWtfNEtf, NJNW, SWKNWJ4, WSWM, held
last Tuesday at the home of the less pleasing.
SWtfSEtf, EKjSEJ4 Sec, 35. all of Sec. 36, T
31S., K. 20W.V containing 61,393.02 acres. The R. A; Jernigan.
A number of U. S. soldiers from
Mr. and Mrs.
improvements on this land consist of house,
spent Tuesday in Lordswagon shed, blacksmith shop, barn, grain Bud Daniels, Miss Pearl Cook and Douglas
burg visiting friends, and having
room, fencing, value $2300.
Rufe
drove
Jones
from
Thomson
Also all of Sec. 32, T. 2SS., R. 17W.f NVS,
a right royal good time.
N14SEVÍ Sec. 32. T. 29S.. R. 16W.. all of Sec. Canyon
E. E. Hollinger and wife of Dem2. T. 29S.. R. 17W.. containing
1,6600 acres.
There are no improvements on this land.
ing spent Saturday and Sunday in
VanHou-teThe
A.
remains
W.
of
No bids will be accepted for less than Three
Dollars ($3.00) per acre, which ia the appraisthe old prospector who wan- town.
Mr. and Mrs. Graham were the
ed value thereof, and in addition thereto, the
Phone bidder
Reach for
must also pay for the improvements dered away from home and died guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. F.
r
which exist on the above described lands,
over Sunday.
a short time ago, are still awaitthe appraised value.
we're at the other end of both. at The
sale of lands will be subject ing
The World Feature Films, which
Everything from pins to printing to the above
burial in an outbuilding at
following conditions, viz:
The suc
have been the Friday night attraccessful bidders must pay: to the Commis Joe Wood's place.
and a complete line of
His member- tion at the Star Theater, are now
sioner of rublic aUands, or his aent holding
prices offered ship in a Moose Lodge could not being shown on Thursday evening,
fssiipwa BOOKS AND FORMS bysuchthemsale,respectively forof the
the land; four per
interest in advance for the balance of be located and his sister has not owing to other events occurring on
for every business man. Test cent
such purchase pnces: the fees for adver
been heard from.
Friday night. The special Univertising and appraisement and all costs inciour phone service we're proud dental
sal drama and comedy will be
to the sale herein, and each and all - In a
on
sheet
"Industrial
Work" shown Friday and a change of proof said amounts must be deposited in cash
of
or certified exchange at the time of sale, enclosed in a late copy of the gram Saturday nights.
and which amounts and all of them are
BINDERS
FOEMS esbI-Pie-s
subject to forfeiture to the State of New "Educational Directory".sent out
House, good as new and now
Mexico if the successful bidders do not ex- at
fnni fit avirhin ihirtw Ha vi afti nin- from the State superintendant's
FOR SALE BT
rented. Will sell for $1,200 or
tracts have been mailed to them by the '
$600 down and balance on shod
State Land Office, said contracts to provide office, it is computed that 327,000
"Western
for the payment of the balance of the
A big bargain if taken a'
per
people
$50
capita reaches ime.
at
prices of said tracts of land in thirty
nce. F. V. Bush, agent.
equal, annual installments, with interest on
all deferred payments, at the rate of four ' the total of "more than one hund
milch cows; '
Lordsburg Cafes
cent ner annum in advance, oavments
" rood sows at $9 per head ; six gen
and intereat due on October 1st of each dred and sixty thousand dollars.
vear. and such other conditions, obligations. Only a small matter of a few
le pony mares at $15 per head. Foi
reservations and terms as may b required
see F. V. Bush, Lords
nformation
by law.
millions more, is'nt it ?
urg, N. M.
Each of the tracts as described herein will
Club
A

Princ Albmrt can bé bought
mvttrywhmrm tobacco ia moid
in toppy rmd baga. Set tidy
tina, 10c t handaomm
pound and half-poun- d
tin
numidorm and in that ctaaay
pound crystal-flahumidor
with apon
tm nm r top
that Ap thm fotSaccO in
sue A finm condition

L.OT

Wyi Sec. 27, all of
Nyí. NiíSWií Sec
Sees. 28,
J3, MVNWH. W.iIMW!, See. 34, 1. JJ5.
R. 19W., all of Sees. 5 and 6, T. 34S., R.
-- r C.
mxr
.11
io T
iiC Tt . ,nir
17
an, in,
II
A. ,11.,
17,,., Millf ui
of Sect. 19, 30, 31, T. 32S., R. 19W.. all o(
ISf!,
7,
8,
5,
6,
NWtfSWtf, SEX Sec.
Sect.
17.
K. 19W., ail of hers, l, 2, J,
i.
SV4 Sec. 20,
29. 30. 31. 32.

CAMP Wo. SS

ererj bid

Meets

I PfBnir

Men who have stowed away gentle old jimmy pipes
for years, have brought them back to the tune of
Prince Albert I Get yours out, for your confidence
never will be abused! We tell you Prince Albert will
set pipe free the tenderest tongue!

h a eay

í

811

A

1

the national joy smoke

V

P-

Why

Prince Albert
meets men's tastes
all over the world !

!

Mrs. Henry Guess was report
on tne sick list.
ed
Leaves Lordsburg WednesMiss Capitola Robertson visited
day and Saturday mornings
taining 18,308.41 acres. The improvements
on this land consist of house, corrals, wells,
with mail. Special attention
water troughs, aud eurfatc tank, value at home over Sunday.
given to passenger service,
Also r.,STM Sec. 8, WKSWtf Sec. . all
Mr. J. A. Leahy is putting in
to and from Redrock.
of Sec. 16, S!óNWtf, NEtfSWX, NWV4SF.VÍ,
a large tank on his ranch.
Sec. 17. Ev.NEH Sec. 18. NF.'NE
SViSE
Sec. 20, N
SWNEtf, N'jSF.tf, Sr,SE4
SAM TURJIAN, Prop.
Sec. 21, SWSW,
The directors have commenced
WViNWtf Sec. 22,
27,
Sec.
ti y,KfM Sec 34, work on
NEKNWtf
Leave calls at Postoffice.
the new school building.
WMNW,
NEJ4SWW.
SENW'Í,
N,
SEtf Sec. 35, T. 33S., R. 18W., all of
Sec. 32, T. 3JS., R. 17W., all of Sec. 34, T.
Mr.
J. J. Campbell is working
.
30S., R. 19W., ENW, SWWNW'4,
SWJÍ Sec. 25, SKUSEtf Sec. 26, K'S NEV4, in tne mme8 near Granite Gap.
SWtfNEtf, SF.'4NWJ4, E',SWtf, NW!4SE
Sec. 35 T. 31S., R. 20W., all of Sec. 16,
Mr. Shipman, of Rodeo, was a
W!4. SFM. WWNE'i Sec. 21. T. 32S.. R. valley
PvramiJloáffe No. 23. 20W,
visitor the first of the week.
Nj.NWtf, SWKNWtf,
NWiíSWiá.
Sec. 11, SENEtf,
Sec. 10, SEtf
E'JSEX
Nj,NEJ,
EWSWH,
SWVÍNEK,
Mrs. Frank Creswell and family
SWtf
NW,
SWVÍ Sec. 15. T. MS.. R. 18W.. all of
Jieeong every rues. eTening. 4, all of Sec 7, all of Sec 18, all of Sec
in the valley
Sec. attended services
19, T. 33S., R. 17W., all of Sec 4, all of Sunday.
Visiting brother Invited.
Sec. 23. all of Sec. 24, T. 33S., R. 18W.,
Vty Vicurij
n
cimciii cc,.r c
H. D. Pmtth, O C.
Mrs. Sam Olnev and little son.
27, all of Sec 33, all of Sec 34, all
J.J. lliLom, K.K. l. ofof Sec.
Sec. 28, T. 33S R. 17W., all of Sec. 1, of Steins, were present at
the
all ot hec. 2, all ol sec. 3. all of Sec. 10,
all of Sec. 11, all of Sec. 12, all of Sec. 13, bunday service.
15.
N'íNE'-Urdsburg Lodge No. 30. all of Sec.Sec.14. 22,all of Sec
SEtfNE
NWX Sec. 23, Lota 2,
There was á great crowd out
4, NWW,
NWtfNEj
Sec. 24, T. 34S., R.
A. M.
A. r.
20W., W, SE'A Sec. 7, EJ4 Sec. 8, NJ4NWK, at the Sunday
services, and a
NWlíSWrf
Sec. 9. EV4. NWNWki.
third Thursday nlgM of SWiíNWíí.
rj rlr VMiertmh the
aiKinth. Vlnltinar bvoLhera
c.yjw ó, ec. u, ri'i, swví, WiSh.n sec. delightful and helpful time was
Invita.
in,
4, s, o, sec. iy, Lots i, z, tViiNW),
.
had by all present.
SWlNW!4 Sec. 20. T. 34S.. R. 19W.. aU of
J. L. Wells, W. M.
Sec. 12, WA Sec. 13, all of Sec. 14, all of
Miss Smith and little Miss Ward
Sec. 15, EJ4 Sec. 22, all of Sec. 23, SW(4NW,
G. P. Jeffus, Secretary
SWM
Sec. 24. all of came down from Steins Sunday,
WViSEU. SENSES
Sec. 25. all Sec. 26: N!4. NySSEtf. SF.1ÍSEW.
NWSáSWX Sec. 27, EV5, SWM Sec 34, all .of that they might be present at the
r rvir
t
T1.
it ii tjj JCC, M,
t7J,
act.
WOODMEN OF WORLD
I. W tt t 9 services at the school house.
3, 4, E'SWK, SEX Sec 19, NEJ4, SEtfNW,
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Local and Personal

ANCIENT GUN FOUND
On Wednesday of last week John
Kerr looked up in a cedar tree and
gun down and saw it was one of
the old type of shot guns, evident-spie- d
a shot gun.
He took the
ly used when the Indians used to
roam around the plains of these
parts. It was found on the farm
of Ed Holmitz, the date on the barrel on one place indicaing that it
was patented in the year 1848, and
in another place indicating that it
was repaired by W. O. Robertson
in October, 1884. The stock is well

Speedy Moreno has accepted the
challenge of Broncho Kid Smith to
a ten round fight on Thursday,
April 6th. It is expected that several good preliminaries will take
place also.
Mr. and Mrs. Matt Mansfield
spent Sunday at Rodeo, and report
a very pleasant time.
The Glee Club, under the direction of Miss Garrett, is being well
patronized. The club is doing good
work, but the members are sorry
to lose one of its best members,
Mr. J. Nygren. In about three
weeks the club intends to give its

preserved, evidently being made of
Goodness knows how
walnut.
many years the gun was hanging
in the tree, but if it could speak,
it may tell many stories of weird
loneliness. Several men who have
examined the old relic say that
they have slept under the tree, and
experienced no ill effects of ghosts
or nightmare. The gun is on exhibition at the Liberal office.

first concert.

A gentleman in the employ of
the governmental civil service department was in Lordsburg last
week reporting on labor conditions.
It is expected that in the very near
day lay will
future the eight-hou- r
become effective as it is in Arizona. This will be a boon to the
working class.
Rev. H. M. Smith of El Paso,
preached at both morning and evening services at the Methodist
church on Sunday, and after evening service held the quarterly conference.

REALTY BARGAINS
80 acres patented land within a
mile of Lordsburg.
Brick house
and improved property.
$3,000.
See sample of crop at Western Lib-

eral office.

e

Jersey-Herefor-
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House Saloon

FINE WINES AND LIQUORS

FRANCISCO CANO, Prop.
North of Railroad Traeke.

Ce.rxt.ra.1 IBcir
Keg

Beer on Tap

Fine Wines and Liquors
Restaurant In Connection
VENDOME

It.

HOTEL BUILDING

Elmo Cafe

W. M. MEANEY,

REGULAR

Prop.

DINNER

We give a first class regular
Dinner every day for 35c.
Our regular service Í3 said
by all who try it to be the
best in town.

Give us a

convinced.

trial and be

Up-To-Datc-C- afe

The Commissionet of
be offered separately.
Public Lands, or his agent holding such
to reject any and
right
the
reserves
sale
all bids offered at said sale. Possession
of
for the above de
sale
under contracts
scribed tracts will be given on or before
1916.
1st,
October
Witness my hand and the oinciai seal oi
the State Land Office this 2nd day of De
cember, A. D. 1915.
kub i . r. tK.vie.ru,
Commissioner of Public Lands,
State of New Mexico.
ttirm Di.KKat.An
Frh It
Last Publication, April 14, 1916

NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
Department ot the Interior, U. S. Land Of flee
at Las Crucea, N. M., January 19. 1916.
Notice ia hereby given that Parlee Wright
of Lordsburg, N. M., who, on January 14, 181,
mad homeatead entry No. 071)17, for 8SE4
SV4SWÍ4, Section 24. Township 10 8., Range
17 W., N. M. P. Meridian, haa filed notice
proof,
of intention to make final three-yeto establish claim to the land above deacribed,
Commissioner,
S.
Bush,
U.
V.
before Faria
at Lordsburg, N. M., on the 2nd day of March
1916.

Claimant names aa witneasea:
Vane P. Gould, E. R. Wright, Vernon Wright,
Bud Daniela, all of Lordsburg, N. M.
JOHN L. BURNSIDE
Register
21
Jan.

Week One of Most Prao
ticable Ideas' Ever Advocated

Pay-U- p

yet Contento

IS KASTQOIA

D

'.ONÉ MAH WHO OWED SEVERAL OUTSTANDING ACCOUNTS
SAIDi "AFTER I HAD CALLED ON THE PEOPLE I OWE I MADE
OUT A LIST AND ADDED UP WV INDEBTEDNESS.
AFTER
COUNTING MV CASH I WENT BACK AND MADE PAYMENT ON
I AM
GAME HAS 8ET ME THINKING.
EACH ONE. THIS PAY-UDAY THE FIRST OF EVERY MONTH
GOING TO MAKE IT PAY-UUNTIL I GET1 SQUARE WITH EVERYBODY, AND THEN I EXPECT
TO KEEP SQUARE BY PAYING MY ACCOUNTS PROMPTLY."

,

The Liberal ads bring resulta.

Always
Bears tho

'

siiuilatiiigllif foodandlMuü
ting tí Stomachs ami Cowls

jXú
jf.W

Signature
íCSSMdBcst.Cuuuitone
Opium.Morpluaeuflrito
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BE PROGRESSIVE.
Do your part in the Pay-U- p
Week program.
WITH YOUR NEIGHBORS.
TALK PAY-U-

Genuine Castoria

A1XÜ1ÍOL-3PER.CE-

AVeáctaLkrrcparalioafcrAs--

P

Week proposition wherever it has been trit'd has
The Pay-U- p
been a splendid success. It h,as boomed business tremendously.
If
that result has been attainqd elsewhere it can be nttauicd here.
This community is as progressive as any other. The movement'
Week is becoming national.
for Puy-U- p
This place should not i
behind the times.
Pay-U- p
Week is a progressive proposition.

iia

For Infants and Children.
'ti MgÉIlilj Mothers
Know That

URINQ a'Pay-U- n
Week recently in a western city the editor
of one of tlio local pnperg, on the second day of the week,
ecntout a reporter to interview some of the merchants.
'Tt works," this pay-u- p idea you have been boosting," said one
of the lending tradesmen.
"I have hud quite a number call and
pay their accounts thus early in the game, which is an unusual occurrence, and all were happy and twoet ufter it was over. If it
keeps up the rest of the week as it has started I will bo tremendously plciVfled."
. Ariothe business man said, "It's the most practicable ideo that
wits ever advocated, and wo ought to show our appreciation by
presenting the editor a testunopiul of some sort."

P

N. M.

rrv- r-

P

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Laa Crucea, N. M., January 1, 1916.
Notice ia hereby given that Laurence P.
who, on January X.
Dobaon ot Rodeo, N. M
for
19 IS, made homestead entry No. 0788?,
12,
Lota 1, 1 and t.
NWV, ; NWV.BWK. Sec
Sec. 11, Township 29 &. Rasige 22 W., N. M. P.
Meridian, haa filed notice of intention to make
proof, to establish claim to the
final three-yea- r
land above deacribed, before Asa O. Garland.
U. 3. Commissioner, at Rodeo, N. M., on the
2nd day of March 1916.
Claimant luunea aa witneaaeat
D. M. Phillipe. E. C. Dobaon, R. R. Timbrel.
0. V. Smith, all of Rodeo. N. M.
JOliN L. BURNSIDE
Register
26
Jan.
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Robberies and Murders of Dally Oc
currence. Some of Them Just Outside Vera Cruz City Suspects Executed on Spot.
Vera Crux, Mexico It is dangerous
for unprotected travelers to venture
Into the region that lies between Vera
Cruz and the City of Mexico. Bandits
re In complete possession of the rural
districts. Reports of robberies and
murders by brigands are received here
daily. Some of these crimes are com
mltted almost within the precincts of
.the city. Railroad travel Is so hazardous that few people care to undertake the Journey between here and the
capital. Almost every passenger train
Is held up and Its passongors robbed.
The
method of freighting by
ox team was recently put into practice on the route between Jalapa and
Vera Cruz on account of the uncertainty of transportation on the railroad. All of these freighting wagons
re accompanied by guards of soldiers.
Never, even In the period immediately following Diaz's ascending to
the presidency, has there been witnessed such widespread brigandage as
Is now going on all over southern
Mexico. The bandits are numbered by
the thousands. They operate boldly,
without any attempt being made to
inoiefit them except in the larger
towns. The villages and rural communities are at their complete mercy.
Very few of the wagon trains that
leave Vera Cruz for interior towns
arrive with their loads: almost Invariably they tire held up and looted
of the merchandise.
In the mountains around the beautiful city of Jalapa, capital of the
state of Vera Cruz, brigandage Is so
rife that many of the coffee planters
and other rural residents have been
forced to seek refuge In the town.
In the state of Oaxaca, where an
government has been In
exlstencn for two years, an effort Is
being made to put an end to brigandage by executing o.i the spot all persons who cannot give a good account
of themselves. The more remote mining districts of Oaxaca are said to be

Passing Scriptural Ags Limit
Her Life Has Borne Out Biblical Promise of Labor
and Sorrow.

Since

-

-

If

IN

NAVAL
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-
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'

Mibs Lucille Taft has been perfecting herself in the art of flying under
tho direction oí Aviator Beechc. Recently Miss Tatt sneaked the machine
out when nobody was looking and
mode three spectacular loops at a

height or

2,000

feet.

badly infested. The more thickly settled portions, however, are now almost free from depredations.
Since the American troops evacuated Vera Cruz sanitary and health
conditions here have grown gradually
worse and they have resulted In much
sickness yellow fever, typhus and
smallpox.
The American soldiers le:'t
Vera Cruz the most sanitary city In
Mexico.
Some pretense of keeping
the city clean la still made, but it is
confined to the business districts. The
outlying sections, where the poor people live, are neclected, and it is In

those places that epidemics have
curred.
MAY

fry '

'
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"PROXY"

oc-

BRIDES

New Immigration BUI Would Abolish
Japanese Marr.ages on "Pic-

ture" Plan.

.

Washington. The "proxy" or "picture" bride system., by which Jup
anese in this country select a wile
from pictures, have a friend at home
marry her by proxy, and then bring
her into the United States, Is going to
be abolished If the now Immigration
bill becomes a law.
Between 2.0U0 and 3.000 Japanese
women were broucht into thn llnit..
States and Hawaii last year by this
method, t balrman Burnett of the immigration committee said. "Too nftpn
these proxy brides become slaves and
their husbands proceed to obtain other wives from Japan in the sauii
way."

v

'
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WANT STREET NAME CHAN3ED
Paris People Would Have "Avenue ds
Sofia" Made Something More
Pro-All-

"

Paris.

Paris has Ions: since r- named such streets as the Rue de
Berlin, the Rue d Allenianne and oth
ers of equally offendlnz nomem-lnturWhy. then, asks the Figaro, is the
name or the Avenue de Sofia allowed
to remain?
"True, It Is only 60 meters Ion but
Its two name elates are ennnrant
Mrs. Reginald Nicholson, wife of
minders of the capital or a nation that
Nicholson, U. 8. N. She ia con Is our enemy and
ruler for whom
sidered one of the most prominent we have contempt. We have received
iiostesses In naval circles In the n
macy letters Inquiring when this thnr.
(.local capital. Admiral Nicholson Is oughfaro la to be renamed. The mu
M the retirad list
nicipal council ought to take action."

'"'r;T:

J

r.

To soe the tinge of healthy bloom
cuffs to mMch, of beaver or ermine or
seal perhaps, or more often a mere In your face, to see your skin got
border of fur on collar and cuffs of the clearer and clearer, to wake up with-ou- t
a headache, backache, coated
cost material, give just the needed
note of contrast on velvet of some tongue or a nasty breath. In fact to
lovely color, soft old blue or rose on feel your beBt, day In and day out, Just
try
every morning for
brown or red.
one week.
Before breakfnst each day, drink a
PROPER WAY TO HANG SKIRT
inside-bathin-

g

glass of real hot water with a
of limestone phosphate In It
Care Necessary If One Would Havs It as a
harmless means of wnuhing from
Retain Its Original Shape Ths
the stomach, liver, kidneys and bowels
Whits Dress.
the previous day's indigestible waste,
Every woman knows how hard It it sour bile and toxins; thus cleansing,
to hang up a skirt so that It retains Its sweetening and purifying the entire
original shape. Here Is one way In alimentary canal before putting more
food Into the stomach. The action of
which it can be done:
hot water and limestone phosphate on
r
Take an ordinary wooden
and screw underneath the hanger an empty stomach is wonderfully Intwo small brass hooks about one Inch vigorating. It cleans out all the sour
long. Place them at either side of the fermentations, gases and acidity and
center hook, at equal distances from gives one a splendid appetite for
It Hang the loops of the skirt on the breakfast
A quarter pound of limestone phoshooks. A Jacket can be slipped on the
phate will cost very little at your drughanger without wrinkling the skirt
To Improve the shiny serge or cloth gist or general store, but Is sufficient
lay it fiat on the table and pass a to demonstrate that Just as soap and
piece of fine sandpaper very gently hot water cleanses, sweetens and
over the shiny part. The sandpaper freshens the skin, so hot water and
will roughen up the nap again, but be limestone phosphate act on the blood
careful not to rub too hard, as it may and Internal organs. Those who are
subject to constipation, bilious attacks,
wear a bole in your material.
When putting away white dresses add stomach, rheumatic twinges, also
wrap them in dark blue cambric to those whose skin is sallow and com
prevent them from turning yellow. Pa- olexlon pallid, are assured that one
eek of
will have them
per can also be used and can be blued
by dipping in strong bluing water and both looking and feeling better In ev
dried. Fine centerpieces and dollies ery way. Adv.
not in use should be kept wrapped In
Palm fiber material Is being sub
dark blue tissue paper. Form and
stituted for cedar In the making of
Fireside.
cigar boxes.

ul

coat-hange-

FASHION'S
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DECREE IN SHOES

CASCñITS"

One May Have Choice of Many Models
and Be Perfectly Confident of

ill

FOR

Their Fitness.

LIOJOILS

Button boots have always been the
rule for tailored suits, but recently
laced boots have been considered

smart

A
laced model in a For sick headache, bad breath.
walking shoe with vamp of
bour stomach and
leather and gray calf uppers Is
constipation.
worn with a gray,
cosgood-lookin- g

demi-pat-e-

home.

5'

Says e!
of hot water with
phosphate before breakfant
washes out poisons.

inside-bathin-

St. Paul. After a twenty years'
struggle to remain Independent, Mrs.
years old,
Delia Maxwell, eighty-eigh- t
was taken to the City hospital to live
out the remainder of her Ufe. Officials
of the Wilder charities found her ill
in a desolate basement at State and
Eaton streets and took her away In
an ambulance.
Three Angora cats, which, with their
progenitors, have been Mrs. Maxwell's
lifelong companions were left with
neighbors, and she was told that she
might have them near her In her new

old-tim-
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ANO FELL rnLCH A3
A DAISY
TRY TH3!

New Fabrics end Styles Have Been Introduced
Brown Gabardine Bids Fair to Be
Popular This Spring.
As an accentuation of the change
that has taken place In Juvenile
clothes, there Is a new frock advanced
as the most connect modil for
spring; It Is made ol brown gaberdine
embroidered In yellow, with a yellow
satin blouse.
The use of this fabric and this color
Is unusual In children's clothes, and
it shows that we are tending away
from the conventional theories of
:
t
what should be worn and dipping
.4tinto the region of the unknown.
It
Is quite true that the tiniest youngsters have worn woolen clothes when
no attempt was made for fashion and
only comfort and health were considered; but whenever there was even
the smallest altar to fashion raised
In the sewing room, small children
were kept to washable materials.
'
Another new frock for children
,mok,n
Is quite different from the ordi
hfire
rul"9
that
"nown
"V."
'hat remains of the beautiful house of parliament of the Dominion
Jh
of Canada at Ottawa. Ont The building wai destroyed by Ore said to have been
nary and shows the new movement
of'lncendiary origin.
toward originality, has a
bodice of blue velvet with a
WOMAN LOOPS THE LOOP
checked taffeta skirt One of
By
SWEPT
BANDITS
most startling house gowns that
FORCED
PETS the
tas been invented for children which
was worn as a page costume at a
smart wedding, had a skirt built of
fural Districts in South Mexico
Aged Woman Gives Up Twenty many ruffles oí white silk net. topped
by a short, white satin bbdice with
Are Ravagad.
Years' Struggle.

Viti-.i-.n-

For four years charity workers have
tried to get Mrs. Maxwell to go to
some institution where she might live
comfortably, but she persistently refused to listen to such proposals for
fear she would be separated from ber
pets.
At Intervals she would be lost sight
of, to be discovered later In some secluded basement or tenement, hiding
herself and her feline companions.
With each rediscovery of the aged
woman a new effort would be made
to induce her to enter a charitable
home.
When she refused, fuel and
food would be brought. But, once discovered, her place of abode was soon
changed.
Since passing the
scriptural age limit. Mrs. Maxwell's
life bad borne out the biblical promise
of being filled with labor and sorrow.
About twenty years ago ber husband,
who was a bookkeeper In one of the
city offices, died. Their life was comfortable, but the husband's salary had
given little opportunity to save and bit
left but s small estate.
Mrs. Maxwell Invested her little Inheritance In a horse and tiny farm In
one of the suburbs. She ulanned to
live by marketing and keeping blooded
cats and chickens.' But shortly after
this one of her legs was broken It
was badly set and left her a permanent
cripple. She stayed on the farm fifteen years, gradually getting Into debt
Then her horse died. She bad become
so feeble she had to give up her (arm.
She sold It for little more than enough
to pay ber debts and came to town,
planning to earn as much as possible
with her chickens and cats. The Lov
Ing Kindness branch of the Sunshine
society discovered her soon after she
returned to. town. She was In need
The branch provided for her sino that
time, when she could be found. The
Wilder and Associated charltii's helped
The board of control saw that she was

d
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Another striking style is of Havana
kid, laced, nine inches high,
trimmed with perforated bands and
Louis heels.
Side lacings frequently, in fact as
a rule, appear in the
shoes,
and while being very smart are not
conducive to one's peace of mind
while performing this little detail of
dressing.
The princess model frequently has a
black diamond on the toe. In white
kid this model is exceptionally attractive for dress wear.
In keeping with the fur craie, the
latest walking boot has a bracelet of
fur matching the peltry on the costume.

Get a
box now.
No odds how bad vour liver, stomach
or bowels; how much your bead
aches, how miserable and uncomfortable you are froni constipation. Indigestion, biliousness and sluggish bowels
you always get the desired results
with Cascarets.
Don't let your stomach, liver and
bowels make you miserable. Take
Cascarets
pit an end to the
headache, biliousness, dizziness, nervousness, sick, sour, gassy stomach,
backache and all other distress;
cleanse your Inside organs of all ths
bile, gases and constipated matter
which Is producing the misery.
A
box means health, happiand a clear head for months.
ROSES WORN ON THE HATS ness
No more days of gloom and distress
If you will take a Castaret tinv and
New Mode Has Largely Had the Ef- j then. All
stores sell Cascarets. Don't
fect of Doing Away With the
forget the children their little
Corsage Bouquet
need a cleansing, too. Adv.
No more will the bouquet of roses,
There is an excellent market for
ucuijly worn at the corsa e. be seen saws In Russia, as that great country
there. A now place has been discov- does not manufacture them.
ered for it A place far more attractive, whers everyone can see it from
i
a distance. Here is shown the new
nT
brown

high-grad-

Coat of Blue Serge, Cape and Belt
Trimmed With Gold Braid.
slight shoulder straps of tulle. The
gown was an exact replica of the
most fashionable frock that is being
worn; by young women of twenty, and
yet, the interesting fact about it was
that the dress was definitely youth'
ful. In addition to a few pink rose
buds, a pair of flesh pink socks and
heelless, white satin slippers with
ankle straps took all the eophlsti
cation away from the frock.
The milliners have kept up with the
dressmakers In devising new kinds of
things for children, and one of the
new straw hats to be exploited In the
spring has a tulle crown through
which the hair shows. As a rule,
quantities of tulle are not used In
Juvenile hats, although miles of It
have been employed everywhere else.
The fashion for colored worsted flow
ers has crept Into small bats, but
many of the critics have regarded it
as more suitable there than anywhere

n
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else. Of course, the present fashion for

smocking spreads over into youngster's clothes, and the brilliant
imocks of colored satin and crepe de
:hlne have been imitated In small
frocks. Entire frocks of pale yellow
or
china silk are
tmocked at the shoulders, the wrists
tnd the hips, the latter holding the
fullness Into the figure and obviating
the necessity of a belt.
Summer frocks of fine muslin or
organdie will have smocking of cambric thread with no other ornamentation used but a bit of lace at the
supplied with coal.
On Christmas day charity workers wrists and neck.
the McClura Nawapa-pe- r
found Mrs. Maxwell one of the hap- (Copyright. 1918. by
Hyndlcate.)
piest of tbelr charges. With plenty of
coal and frequent baskets or provision
STYLES
FOR SMALL GIRLS
and with her pets she was more rheer
ful than many who had all that money 6klrts of Serge Buttoned to Waists of
could buy, she told them. A day or
Cotton or Linen Arc Liked Veltwo ago, however, the aged woman
vet Coats Popular.
became so ill she bad to take to hei
bed. Then It was decided that her
Skirts of serge plaited In wide side
wlsheh at last must be overruled and or box plaits and buttoning at a very
the ambulance took ber away from her ' high waist line to plain little waists of
pots to the hospital.
white heuvy cotton or linen are youthful versions of the separate skirt and
COUGHS UP CARPET
TACK waist costume, and the sailor suit and
Russian smock, low belted,
Kentucky Youth Is at Last Relieved of are as popular as ever for children.
Plain smocks over plaid or striped
Irritating Throat Trouble
skirts are shown in very attractive
by Coughing Fit.
combinations, and sometimes a clever
little smock of black or dark blue velKy.
Hickman,
In the midst of a fit vet Is worn over
a skirt
rather gay
of coughing, Karl, son of Mr. and Mrs. stripe or plaid wool, butoflittle
of th
E. Brttersworth,
expelled a carpet skirt being In evidence If the model
tack which he accidentally swllowed Is for a small child.
in September.
Apropos of velvet, which Is such a
While making a kite the youth swal- airtnla with older folk,
the small girls
lowed the tack, which was among nev- are wearing
it, too, but chlof-lmuch
of
era! he was holding in his mouth.
In coats, such adorable velvet coats,
Since then he has bad frequent cough- trimmed, like the coat of the grownup,
ing spells, some of which were ac n fur. The
d
fur is not. however,
companied by hemorrhage, but thra '
with a lavish hand, as lu the case
was no susnirlon that the tack wa In )f the grownup. It Is used most disbis throat
creetly. A little turnover collar and

f
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cross, feverish, constipated,
give

"California
of Figs."

Syrup

A laxative today saves a sick child
tomorrow.' Children simply will not
tako the time from play to empty their
towels, which become clogged up with
waste, liver gets sluggish; stomach

sour.
Look at the tongue, mother! If coated, or your child Is listless, cross, feverish, breath bad, restless, doesn't eat
heartily, full of cold or has sore throat
or any other children's ailment give a
teaspoonful of "California Syrup ot
Figs," then don't worry, because It it
perfectly harmless, and In a few hours
all this constipation poison, sour bile
and fermenting waste will gently
move out of the bowels, and you havs
a well, playful child again. A thorough "inside cleansing" Is ofttimes all
that Is necessary. It should be the
first treatment given in any sickness.
Beware of counterfeit fig syrups.
Ask at the store for a
bottle of
"California Syrup uf Figs." which has
full directions for babies, children of

one-piec- e

ap-lle-

urni

no i!
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all ages and for grown-up- s
printed on the bottle. Adv.

plainly
,

coffee trade leu pod
The
this year from almost nothing up to
61,491,003

J

pounds.

Turn Mariu after Kihmi
la Cold,
Cutting Winds and liu.i.
It Kaatorea,
Hetreahes and Promotes Ey Health.
usage to which the bouquet has been Oood tor all F.y
that Need tirt.
htur'na Eyo Ketnudy Co. Ciilct
placed. American Beauty roses gath- bead
,
)
Book eu requtat.
ered together with a wide ribbon are
used with more than veiling elToct by
In Sumatra the horn of the rhiLewis of Paris In trimming this
d
noceros Is esteemed as a cure for
crown
hut The
is very high, poison, and for that re&ooa is mads
and the brim very narrow.
Into drluklng cups.
atraw-braide-

IM SHERIFF IS

r

NEW MEXICO

SHOT

STATE NEWS
Meeting rstihantlle and
March
(Southwestern Stockmen's AaaoclaUon
st Albuquerque.
Meeting New Mexico CatMarch
tle anil Maria Ureedera' Aaaocialiuii
at Iteming.
July
Cowboys' Reunion at
Vckab.
f.

ra. I gtarted the Chanco of life
I always had a headache and backache with bearing down pains and I would have
ITiiladolphL--

five years ago.

heat flashes very bad at times with dizzy spells and
nervous feelings. After taking Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound I feel like a new person and
am in better health and no more troubled with
the aches and pains I had before I took your wonderful remedy. I recommend it to my friends for I
cannot praise it enough." Mrs. Margaret Grabs-ma769 N. Ringgold St, Philadelphia, Pa,

n,

Beverlv. Majts.

"I

toolr T.vrli.i

VL Vinhhn-m-

Vegetable Compound, for nervousness and dyspepsia, when I was
going through the Change of Life. I found it very helpful and I
have always spoken of it to other women who suffer as I did and
nave naa tnem try it and they also have received
good results from it." Mrs. Gboeob A. Dunbar,
u iwunuy Dt, ueveriy, juass.
Erie, Pa. "I was in poor health when the
Change of Life started with me and I took Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegotable Compound, or I think I
Bhould not have got over it as easy as I did. Even
now if I do not feel good I take the Compound
t
and it restores me in a short time. I will praise
'
your remedies to every woman for it may help
them as it has me." Mrs. E. Kissxjno, 831 East
'
24th St, Erie, Pa.
ti.
No other medicine has been so successful In relieving woman's
Buffering as has Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Women may receive free and helpful advice by writing the Lydia
E. Plnlcham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass. Such letters are received
arrt nriswered by women only and held in strict confidence

f
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Good to Them.
"Is your new servant good to the
children 1"
"Tes, indeed. She never tells me
Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of any of the bad things they do while
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for I am away."
Infants and children, and see tiiat it

Smllei make a better salve (or
ble than do frowns.

trou-

Ch$fM&&l

Tucuracari la to have a Railroad T.
M. C. A.

Walter Nelson committed suicide at
Silver City.
About 4,500 auto licenses for 1914
bave been Issued.
The Portales Cosy theater was badly damaged by fire.
Many fine consignments of pelts
bave been shipped from Glcnrlo.
New Census Bureau figures place
New Mexico's population at 403,000.
Sixty candidates received degrees
at the reunion of the Scottish lMe at
Santa Fe,
Five counties In New Mexico last
year shipped 237 carloads of pinto
beans to market.
well designed to devel
A 1,000-foo- t
op artesian water has been started In
the Columbus district,
Tucumcari schools reopened after
being closed for three weeks on account of srrlet fever.
The Magdalena Rifle Club has received its charter and has leased a
range east of that city.
Governor McDonald appointed
Gregg of Mayhtll and Ida N.
White of Folsom notaries public.
Govt mor McDonald appointed the
following notaries public- - Nora E
Summers, Santa Fe; Abran Barcia, La
Joya.
The $30,000 bond Issue for a new
school building in Tularosa carried at
the special election there by a vote of
203 to 7.
The Santa Fe Game Protective Association now has 230 members, all
regularly commissioned deputy game
wardens.
The contract tor the construction of
the new building at the New Mexico
boys' reform school was awarded at
Springer.
Pedro,
child of Mr. and
Mrs. Tanes of Tucumcari, died as the
result of burns received whllo playing
with matches.
The officers of the recently organ- Jifed National Guard company of Silver City received their commissions
from the adjutant general.
Ms. Henry Swan, wi4ow of Repre
sentative Swan of Quay county, who
died several months ago, has been appointed deputy treasurer of Quay
Jea-nett- e

Rd Cross Bug Blue, much better, jnct
Signature of
farther thnn liquid blue. Get from nuy
grocer.
Adv.
In Use for Over 30 Tears.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Fortunes await the inventor of a county.
lifeboat that will Boat on a sea of
Endless.
The body of another dead man, sup"Paw, what's the longest period of trouble.
pose 1 to be that of Clyde Wiggins,
timer
Frequently a man thinks he is char- who has been missing since four or
"From one pay day to the next."
five months ago, was found In a
itable because be gives advice.
Buffalo Express.
near Mills.
AILING WOMEN -Turkey Red nted Is to
be taken into Colfax county in carload
NEED THIS FAMOUS
and sold to larmors at at'tual cost
NEWEST IN CHEMISTRY lo'b
DOCTOR'S PRESCRIPTION
for the purpose of creating interest in
the seed Improvement campuign.
Thousands of women who are now
This Is a recent discovery of Doctor
J. W. Parks received a vrdlct for
blessed with robust health cannot un- Pierce, head of the Invalids' Hotel,
derstand why thousands of other wom- Buffalo, N. T. Experiments for sev- $9,000 for the loss of his hand while
en continue to worry and suffer from eral years proved that there is no on duty as a brakeman on the Daw
line. The verdict was
ailments peculiar to women when they other eliminator of urlo acid compacan obtain for a trifling sum Dr. rable. For those easily recognized returned in an El Paso court in a suit
Pierce's Favorite Prescription which symptoms of Inflammation as back- for $30,000.
will surely and quickly banish all ache, scalding urine and frequent urií'otash beds of unheard of extent
pain, distress and misery and restore nation, as well as sediment in the are believed to bo located in the Perthe womanly functions to health.
urine, or If uric acid In the blood has mian Btrata of eastern New Mexico.
This prescription of Dr. Pierce's ex- caused rheumatism, "Anuric" acts Water from both deep and shallow
tracted from roots and herbs is a tem- quickly. In rheumatism of the joints. wells when analyzed was found to
In gravel and gout, invariably the contain in some
perance remedy.
Instances as high as
To get rid of irregularities, or ca pains and stiffness which so frequently 14 per cent available potash.
tarrhal condition, to avoid pain at cer and persistently accompany the disFrench citizens are agitating the
tain times,' to overcome Irritability ease rapidly disappear.
Send Dr. Pierce 10c for large trial question of a flouring mill for the
and weakness, waste no time, but get
Full treatment 60c. All tract, having been given a proposition
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription in package.by Oklahoma and Miami, N. M capiliquid or tablet form this very day. drugglBts.
talists. A $10,000 bonus Is demanded.
By
Measurement.
Genius and common sense blended
paan
teacher
the
hour
For
half
A conditional pardon was granted
usually spells success.
tiently Instructed ber class in the art Golden Gamble and Arthur Keating,
of telling the time.
youths of IS and 16 years, respectiveDON'T LOSE ANOTHER HAIR
"Now," she said at last, as she point- ly, confined in the state reform school,
ed to the big clock on the wall, "you by the governor. Each had comTreat Your Scalp With Cutlcura and may be the first to tell me the time, pleted his minimum sentence and had
Mary Brown."
Prevent Hair Falling. Trial Free.
behaved In an exemplary manner at
Full of importance, Mary turned and the school.
For dandruff. Itching, burning scalp, studied the dial. Then she faced ber
Austin Kinney, the
Van
the cause of dry, thin and failing hair, teacher again, her eyes shining with
Houten negro sentenced to be tiangej
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment are most triumph.
effective. Touch spots of dandruff and
"Please, miss," she said, "It's Just at Itaton for the murder of another
Itching with Cutlcura Ointment. Then one Inch past eleven." Philadelphia negro at Van Houten last spring, and
whose sentence was commuted to
shampoo with Cutlcura Soap and hot Reoord.
from 90 to 99 years by Governor Mcwater. No treatment more successful.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
A plant has been discovered In Donald, is now convict No. 3714 at the
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. L, Cuba bearing fruit like tigs in which state penitentiary.
Boston. Bold everywhere. Adv.
flies lay their eggs, to be batched by
Judge William H. Pope, in the Fedthe sun.
eral Court at Santa Fe, Issuud an orA man sometimes makes money,
der that the verdict for ,10.700 damNew Zealand has 5,000,000 sheep.
but money never makes the man.
ages, awarded by a Jury to Margaret
Waddell of Los Angeles, against A. R.
Manby of Taos, for breach ol promise,
be cut to $7,000 on the ground that
the damages' were excessive.
Governor McDonald appointed delegates to the Academy of Political Sc!
itncea which meets In twelfth annual
i.oftsion at Philadelphia, April 28 and
29, as follows:
W. P. Metcalf, Albu
querque; G. T. Veal, Roswell; C. B.
Kolhausen, Raton; D. T. lloikins. Las
e
i
Vegas; II. F. Vermillion, Las Cruces;
E. C. uo Baca, Las Vegas.
Mogollón residents are giving a series of entertainments for the purpose
of raising funds to aid In rebuilding
the public school, recently destroyed
by fire. A recent "overall and apron"
J
dance netted $251.50.
cftn-yo-

"AN URIC!"
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ESCAPING PRISONERS
FROM DEMING JAIL.

ElEiiCE

rr

BY

Western Newitpaper ''nlon News Service.
Doming, N. M. El Pnce, Texas, dispatches state that Dwight B. Stephens,

10-1-

The Change of Life is a most critical period of a
woman's existence, and neglect of health at this time invites
disease and pain. Women everywhere should remember
that there is no other remedy known to medicine that will
so successfully carry women through this trying period as
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from
native roots and herbs. Read these letters:

I

J. O. 8tarr, One of the Fugitive, Also
Killed, and Deputy 8heilff Buck
Sevier Seriously Wcunded.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
CO II I Ml RV7TJ. "

How to Feel Well Dunns Middle
Ofo Told by Three Women Who
Learned from Experience

KILLED

Sheriff of Luna county, New Méx., was
killed, and Deputy Sheriff Buck Sevlor
seriously wounded in a battle at Rincón Sunday with five lugltives who
previouuly had escaped from the Jail
at Doming. One of the fugitives also
was killed.
The fugitives Francisco Acosta, accused of murder, J. O. Starr and Q.
Schmidt, alleged burglars, and William D. Ashley, charged with forgery,
locked City Marshal Tanor of Demlng
in
cell, then ordered an automobile,
which they took from Its owner, D. O.
Snodgrass, after throwing hlra Into
the Jail, and, with Joe
a vagrant, as chauffeur, started for Rincón.

The men relieved Tabor of his
watch, pistol and $5 In rt.sh. They also
took a number of rifles from the jail,
with which they subsequently fought
Stephens and his posse. Roque Gomez, a Mexican revolutionary leader,
arrested at Demlng on on indictment
charging him with connection with
the alleged Huerta plot to start a new
rovolt in Mexico, refused to flee.
Tabor, and Snodgrass. who was relieved of $20 by the fugitives, were
found in jail an hour af't-- the escape,
and Stephens with Deputy Sevier and
a small posse started in pursuit, Tbe
posse came upon the fugitives at Rincón. Stephens, a noted southwestern
gunman, fell dead In the ensuing fight.
J. O. Starr, one of the fugitives, also
was' killed. Another was arrested, but
Francisco Acosta, who was charged
with murder and who is said to have
fired the shot that killed Stephens, escaped, with the two remaining
Mrs. Haymaker's Pay Raised to $100.
Roswell. In the future Mrs. O. R.
Haymaker, clerk and member of the
Roswell School Board, Is to receive
$100 a month for her services. This
was decided at a meeting of the board.
The question of the legality of Mrs.
Haymaker's position as a member ol
the board Is now before the Supreme
Court, on an appeal from Judge Mo
Clure's court Judge McClure, on
ouster proceedings, held that she
could not hold her position as a member of the board and receive pay foi
acting as clerk. In the past she has
rocoived $35 a month, and this was
held as exorbitant by those who opposed her and sought to have her dls
qualified.
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Following
Results
Settlement
Show That Conditions in West-- .
ern Canada Are Highly

Satisfactory.
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As well be yocrag
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70

50.

Many elderly people suffer In mo,
bent aching backs, and distressing urinary disorders, when a
Ittltq help for the kidney would
fix it all up. Don't WRlt for gravel.
or Brlght's disease. Use Doan's Kid

ney Pills. Tbey have helped
thousands, young and old, and aro
recommended by thousands.

A Colorado Cm
Mrs. A. E. McKn
tía. Wf- - if)th fit., Lx'-ve- r.
Coin., mnys: "It

It weron't for Doan's
Until a few years ago Mr. Henry
Kidney Pilla, I don't
Lohmann lived at Effingham, 111. He
lirlve I would h
thought he would better bis condition
allvo today. I wna
y
agony with
in
in a new country, where he would
complaint anrt
have wider scope for hla farming opmedlrlncl
doctora'
Mv
rflftn't heln me
1
T
a 1J
erations. It would not soeu essential
to refer to Mr. Lohinann, at this parI had slmoat alven"
hope of irettln wrtt Doan's KM
ticular time, as of German blood, but tin
ney Pilla ctd r
of U thin ainrlna;
for the fact that so many false statenñ I have nawl tliem since
lio ftne
reaum."
ments have gone out as to ill treatment of Germans in Canada.
Ol Deaa'a at Amr Star. SOe a Bea
Writing from Wlllmont, Sask., under date of January 30, 1916, Mr. LohFOSTER-MIURN CO. BUFFALO, H, T,
mann says:
"We are perfectly satisfied In this
country, and doing well up here.
"I bought a half section of land and
took up a homestead, my three sons
sIbo took homesteads, two of them
buying each 100 acres of land as well.
Prompt Relief Permanent Cure
I sold my homestead, and I and one of
CARTER'S LITTLE
my sons own a threshing outfit
"The crop thla yenr was good; the LIVER PILLS never
oats went ) to 90 bushels per acre, fail. Purely vegeta
act surely
and wheat went 40 to 50 bushels and ble pently
on
but
the price Is fair."
the liver.
Sam Morrow, of Millet, Alta., In Stop after
writing to Mr. J. M. MacLachlan, Ca- dinner dis- V
nadian government aptent at Water-tow- tress cure 2ir
S. D.. says: "I am well ploased indieestion.
brighten the eye
complexion,
improve
the
with the country. Tbs climate Is better than I over thought it could be SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICK.
so far ncrth; Meal climato for stock.
Genuine must bear Signature
I bave some colts and cattle that have
not boen inside of a stable in four
years.- I consider this a fine country
for mixed farming. I know of farmers around here who had 42 bushels
PAÍítUrí'S
HAIR BALSAM
of barley to the acre and 55 bushels
A tollo prepamtaa of
of oats to the acre."
Jlnlpfl to erttttoete .lm!rü(f.
For Retorin Color and
Jacob Goetz of Plapot, Sack., had 43
BatttTorayorKeaSH! Hair.
ftua nd it. 00 at Dmirrlft.
acres of wheat from which he got
1.200 bushels, and got an average of
93 bushels of oats to the acre.
Well Acquainted,
Golden Pratrio. Sask.. Is a district
"Do yon know the nature ol an oath,
largely settled by South Dakotans.
Horace Rlake is one of those. He madam?"
"Well, I ought to, sir. WoNe Just
says; "The crops of 1915 were
moved, and my husband1 bae been layWheat in his locality went from 40 ing the carpets."
Vii-ne-

l,.

DOAN'S WAV
L

Constipation
Vanishes Forever
Ü

n,

li.

to 55 bushels per acre; oats about 83
bushels on an average. One hundred
bushels of potatoes were grown on a
quarter of an acre of land; twelve po
tatocs weighed 30 pounds. His homes
run out all wlntor. and come In fat.
He raised excellent corn, and fattened hogs on it He concludes an
interesting letter by saying: "There
are schools in every district. The
pcrle here aro most all hustlers and
are ,'ast pushing to thn front When
I first came up here on almost evtry
half section stood a little 12x14 Bhack,
now almost everyone has real modern
Famine-CrazeCoyotes Kill Deer.
houses and bams."
Santa Fé. Swarms of coyotes, man)
Some Southern Alberta yields for
rabid, driven into the tow foothills bj 1915:
the heavy snow in the mountains neai 'I. H. Hooker, 82 acres, 3.R20 bushels
here, are killing deer ty the dozen Marquis wheat No. 1, 64 pounds per
and unless vigorous inearures are ta bushel.
ken, forCBt service and state game de
I. I. Lee. 40 acres, stubble, 1,500
partment officials fear the deer wll! bushels: 40 acres summer tallow,
be wiped out Noar Tres Pledras,Taoi
bushels.
county, three deer, killed und
Peter Brandon, 164 acres, 7,361 bushby the predatory animals, were els Marquis wheat.
found in one spot
R. Marandi, 135 acres, 6,920 bushels,
64 pounds per bushel.
Man Who Cut Windpipe to Live.
I. McRcynolds, 45 sores, 1,675, stubRaton. Floyd Aragón, a Spanish-America- ble.
Ole Christoferson, 50 acres, 2.647
resident of the Ponil country, is a prisoner at the county Jail on bushels.
Arufhtis Gavctt, 155 acres wheat,
the charge of attempted murder of his
bushels; 30 acres oats, 2.000 bushwife. The prisoner Is suffering from
a dangerous wound caused by an ef- els.
Robert Mathews, 46 acres wheat,
fort to end his own life by cntting bis
threat The slush was sulflclentiy 2,0 16 bushels, machine measure.
D. Dunbar, 130 acres wheat, 5.925
deep to sever the windpipe, but mlrac
ulously missed more vital parts, per I ushels.
Ingauld Hoppy, 80 acres wheat
mittlng the man to Uve.
bushels, all stubble.
Louis Kragt, 80 acres wheat, 4,000
Howe Brought Back from Texas.
Estancia. Sheriff Julius Meyer of bushels.
W. J. Pate, 26 acres wheat, 980
this county reached here with Robert
bushels.
E. Howe, wanted on murder and six
W. Roeulche, 150 acres wheat, 6.337
burglary charges, who was arrested at
SO of this stubble.
the time of his discharge from the bushels,
J. C. McKinnon, 50 acres wheat,
Texas state farm at Sartartia. Howe
bushels.
Is tut) sole survivor of thu Howe fam-30 acres wheat,
Gordon Swim-hart- ,
lly, who were pursued from Abo Pass,
1,140 bushels.
near here, to the Mexican boundary
Albert Hanson, 86 acres wheat, 3,760
line in an attempt to arrest them for
bushels.
the murder of J. K. McClure a railElmer Hamm, 110 acres wheat, 5.158
road detective. His father, a brother bushels; 90 acres oats. 6,550 bushels.
two
In
were
killed
officers
the
and
John Larson, 80 acres wheat 3.000
battle at the boundary.
bushels; 30 acres cats. 2,000 bushels.
37 aeren, 1,484 bushTruck Growers Want Better Rates. els.John Hecklln.
Roswell. That the growers of fruits
Wm. Hecklln, 100 acres, 3,376, stuband vegetables In the Mesilla, Pecos ble and breaking.
and San Juan valleys of New Mexico
O. Salisbury, 60 ucres Mar.juls
are unable to market heir products wheat. 1,000 bushels on breaking. Adpreswith any degree of prorlt under
vertisement
ent express rates, is declared by the
State Corporation Commission in a
An electric process for drying lumletter to N. K. Lockwood. traffic man- ber in piles of unbarked logs has been
Express Com- perfected in France.
ager of the WollB-.rgpany, asking for a readjustment of express tariffs that will bo "reasonably
RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
fair to the grower, the consumer and
To halt pint or water add i o. Bay Ram a
the express company."
mall Ikix ot Uarbo Uimimnnd, and H OA. ot

Fraile on waih day. That's when yon n
Red Oom Ban Blue. Clothes wkitei than
snow. Ad grocers. Adv.

Next to the clephunt the White
noceros of Africa Is the largest

rhiani-

mal known.

To Prevent The firh

OoMs eanne Grip Laiailve Bromo Qnlnlne
la only one " Mrotiia
Ilia euunt. Thi-rW. UROVB S Ignaiura on baa. kia.
(Julnlna"

a

Widowers, like
should be

houses,

tumblo-dow-

d

half-eate-

;

Fine Cows for Mesilla Valley.
Agricultural College. That the Mesilla valley is becoming aware of the
opportunities that exist for development of the dairy Industry is indicated by the fact that within tbe last
six months the farmers have shipped
in thirty-sevecarloads of high grade
Holsteln and Guernsey cows and are
now sending 800 gallons of milk a day
Into El Paso, the milk netting them
about 20c a gallon. Tbe milk shipn

ments net the farmers about
each month.

Klyoertne Apply to the hair twluo a week
until It bonomea the desired ahalo. Anydrug--viacan put thia up or foa can mix It at
nomo at very little eoak It will (radually
darken atrexkrxl, fnded (rray hair and
wllont for falling
dandrutl. It ta
hair and will make harsh hairaofl and gloeny
It will Dot oolur the aoalp, is nut Kicky ol
TTeuy. aud dues not rub oil. Ady

little change Is a good thing, but
a big roll of bills Is better.
A

fA Rider' flaent wanted
...la Cacb
.

.

.

.

Town

1.

tor lb

Henderson "4"
,i

and the

Pope Motorcycles
nay Raro ono of
Aa oar Blder Agent, 7
theaa blgbesl type Motorerclea oa apaelal low
tenna. Turn your aparo time Into profit and
lot n help yon do ao. Write today for oar new,
uueual offer and iree oipbuialory booklet.
Reeky Mountala Motorcycle Company
Beaver. Cale.
10 Itt Broadway

n v
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QUa'dea Tear Wioaer

6 Passenger, Gray &
Davis, Eleclrlo Lights
and Starter, 25 H. P.

g
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Grea,teet hill ellmber IS IoWbiIImob I gallon
I0.UH) mllea oa otto oet of tiren,
Íaaolliie. 8per4lomet.-r, on man
mohttr top, 4
In. wheel li&e, 9ii3H Inch Urea, welK! I,fe0
MIlTS
Iltrlbiitore for t'olorado,
CHliMla.
Wyoming anV WaaAero Itabmak.

THE HEADENGTON AUTO CO.

Suooeaiwra to OoJorado Cartemar Oa.
BROADWAY
MUIVER. COLTX

1636-4- 4

LIVE AGENT8 WANTED

PTEELEV
INSTITUTE
JU

Cor. EiouTtf snth ano ourtis 6ts.
DENVER. COLO.

Liquor and Drug Addictions
cured by a cicntific count of sncdicadon.
The only place in Colorado where the
Genuine rCeelcy Remedies are adimrietered.

BLACK
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Pellets ire the ttDAN iKAHH haa randa good tvurywlwre
Dr. Pierre's
little liver pilla put up 40 yenr Orti.-- buw, vthlla ee'd la i'hflrit Ouiauld
Xbey regulate liver and bowela. Adv. (rean IK out AmaIHBrll'a..Anarlllu.1ea.
t

orift-inn- l

go.

$5,000

Bavaria has rich graphite deposits.

W. N. IK, DENVER, NO.

LCCALÍ-FCTIÍA-

F.r.LC.I CAnCER SIÍCP
Fclix Jones, prcp.

i

TilKATIIE

STAR

itxt door

World Features

1
to Pnattiflli-SKWMSXiroI

Thursday Nights
P.ig Universal Program
Friday and Saturday Nights

Auto Service to 85 Mine
any time, Day or Night

'.

-

Garcia Salias was given 90 days
by Judge Marsalis for carrying
a gun Tuesday.
Mrs. Raymond Pitts returned
Sunday from a visst with her
parents in El Paso.
Frank Wei don made final proof
on his homestead before the local
U. S. Commissioner today.
FOR SALE 1C0 acres patented
land at Onopra, N.M.; will sell
cheap. Askat The Liberal.
FOR RENT Two nice, bright
front rooms, well located, just
newly painted and papered. Mrs.

Entertainment

Thursday, 15 and 25c

FRICES:

finest

for

Lordsburg.

Plenty of Fun, Thrills
and

All classes of Magazines
and Newspapers.

Agency

business Thursday.
J. II. McClure was in Tucson
Wednesday on Espee business.
Gyp Cloudt is having Jack
Heather build him a bungalow in

now showing

Dr. J. G. Egon's

Goods

BaKery

For Our Regular Show
Remember the Price, 10 and 15c

L

R.

DIAMOND FROM THE SKY

Every

.Blacksmith, Whcel-vmg'- it
Spring and axel Weliling
Weed Working
Horscshoing.

0?

NORTH

m

m

R. R. TRACK

ari

One Woes

Save

SURPRISE GROCERY
IT,

a

m

"SANITATION

Phone No. 6 - 2 Rings
Store North of S. P. Tracks

FIRST"

Now at Sheakspeare Camp
'?romp Deliveries to Lordsburg
and 85 Mine.
ALLEN & LINES, Prop.

Bar oBr Sliop

in Rear of

í

St

Three For Grand Jury
In the local hall of Justice Fri-la- y
afternoon Charles Simpson,

Elmo Bar

TWO CHAIRS
GILLUM, FRorniETOK

t;

ilias E. L. Rose was bound over

awaiting the action of the grand
Apcy El Paso Steam Laundry f jury in connection with the
alleged theft of typewriters and
from the
An adding machine
office of W. F. Ritter.
Tom
Scarborough was also bound over
under a simihar charge and
Charlie Moore given to the March
term of court for the alleged re
ceiving of stolen automobile
hxtures from the auto oí J. W.
Johnson. All bonds were fixed
at $2000. All but Simpson fur
I nished bail and were released.
II.
GJftnnilatni
As; i itant District Attorney
"THE APPRECIATED JJ Vaught was here for the prelvm
inary hearings.
CANDIES"
n
II S.

I

lr(

IT mm fTnnr Til mv
ill uun iunt iu-We tell so many of these
famously good chocolates that
we can always supply any of the

Ml

AN ERROR

These are the kind you see
advertised in thb Saturday Evening Post
and are What She Want a I

J

& THE MINT CLUB
KAFRY FARRIOR
PEOPEIETOB

US

apologize to Mr. Tong and all hi3
friends. We have called in the
foreman, the office boy, the shop
devil and the cat, but all swear
that we were sober on the date
that we aeronautically refered to
Mr. Tong in high flying language,

85 Mine Directory
OOOOOOCOOOOOQO

ON

Through some unaccountable
manner and one which looks m- toxicatingiy suspicious to our
friends, The Western Liberal got
the names badly mixed two weeks
ago in an item refering to Mr. J
T. Tong, general manager of the
Johnson Development Company
of Johnson, Arizona, one of the
widest known mining men in the
Southwest. We somehow let slip
into the paper the name Wing
it must have flown in. We

lJohntOH popular aiaortmente.
And always Fresh

a

"85" Heat Market

J.

;

.tuttoii-m-

í

Ú

rea'-'tt-

taear--

Im

r

KA i i i í 1.0 J

PLAN
AM) IV

FASO, TEXAS

111.,

last

were here

Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Interrieden
were visitors in EI Taso the last of
the week. '

See

M.

F. Farrer.

THIS

IS THE EIGGEST

OVERLAND

ON THE

HOTEL

LITTLE

Ml'!MV!''''M'!M!MM!l!fV'',!n,,"M',,''t,"M'"!,'!t',,'M'!'"f

Hay Bonnett of Magdalena, N.
a Lordsburg visitor for a
short time.
Chas. McAninch of El Paso was
here Wednesday in a new white
Haynes auto.
Judge Terrell of Silver City was
in the city Saturday on one of his
regular visits.
None
Breakfast Call Coffee.
Superior. Roberts & Leahy Mercantile Company.
F. A. Deton, E. F. Burgett and C.
O.. Wills of Hachita were here Saturday on business.
J. W. Wilson and J. A. Jeuve of
Los Angeles were in the city last
week visiting local mines.
T. C. Evans of El Paso was here
Wednesday placing the Breakfast
Call Coffee wth local merchants.
Mrs. Treadway was hostess at a
delightful Valentine Party at the
Treadway home at the 85 mine last

'!!!'!'-- '''

TRAIL

;

"'MM'"!

M., is

Lordsburg Auto Co.
AlmTATTJi
have secured the
of an exper-

WE

ienced mechanic; we solicit
Electrical Work. All work
conscientiously done, and
prices right.

it

the

I

Lordsburg Auto

l

jl

Co.

George F. Utter, manager of the
WANTED 1,000 goat3 to run on Utter mines at Steeplerock, was
shares; have excellent range, here Tuesday enroute to Silver i..!lillll.!l!lil!l!il!!
plenty water and help. R. S. City on business.
Burns, Animas. New Mexico.
Billy Adolph of El Paso was
Mrs. J. L. T. Waters of Duncan here Wednesday with Charles Mc- p!!!lf!li!!llll!!liiM
was a Lordsburg visitor the first Aninch demonstrating the new
of the week, meeting here several Haynes and Grant "6".
friends from the east whom she
J. H. Clark, master mechanic of
entertained Tuesday.
the 85 Minnig Company, is spend- White Leghorn tpending a few days in El Faso,
FOR SALE-1- 00
Chickens and Barred Plymouth leaving here Tuesday evening.
Sgt. and Mrs. H. H. Reeves, Miss
Under New Management
Rocks. G. F. Werdeman at
Monte Smith and Corpl. F. L. Wil
A. & N. M. Depot.
liams of Douglas spent Washing
Messrs. McCants ar.d Carlon ton's Birthday here, motoring here
were in from Valley View the from the border town.
first of the week completing ar
J. W. Bailey returned Sunday
rangements for the early con from Los Angeles, where he had
Large
Juicy Beers
struction of the Valley View been receiving treatment in the
Southern Pacific Hospital. His
school house.
Finest Wines, Liquors Spurs, Ropes
mny friends were glad to welcome
Order your spring suit now, him home.
and Gentlest Bar Saddle Horses
previous to the spring rush. The
Mrs. Downey entertained the
prices are right and workmanship Bridge Club Tuesday afternoon.
and a fit guaranteed at your local The Downey home was tastefully
decorated in commemoration of
tailors, M. P. farrer.
Washington's Birthday. Delicious
There will be services Sunday refresments were served.
and evening at the
There will be a Good Roads
Christian church. Rev. Sellards dance at Benson, Ariz., on Satur
PE0PEIIT0E
will preach. The public is cor day night, the proceeds from which
dially i n v i t e d to attend these will go toward fixng up the Sun
set Highway, from El Paso through
services.
Lordsburg on to the Pacific coast,
The Roberts & Leahy Mercan- ui and about Benson.
tile Company have received a new
J. B. Foster, secretary and treas
Ford automobile delivery truck urer, of the Bonney Mining Com
which puts Lordsburg exclusively pany, returned last Friday from
in the class of all large cities with the Mimbres Hot Springs, where
he has been sojourning in an ef
speedy delivery.
fort to cure his severe attack of
Jimmy Higgins, formerly of rheumatism. He returns greatly
.
Silver City but late of El Paso, improved.
is a new tonsorial artist at the
Rev. J. A. Land will preach at
Gillum Barber Shop at the St. the Baptist church Sunday morn
Elmo. Mr. Higgins is one of the ing and evening. The services will
widest known barbers in the be of the general revival and plain
Southwest and his acquisition is diagnosis character of What is
with religion in Lords
quite an asset to the new shop. lacking
burg. The sermons should be
Niel Nye of Douglas, Arizona, heard by every person in Lords
has joined the Lordsburg Auto burg. There will be special music
Why bother with smoky lamps these dark nights ?
Company as electrician and me both morning and evening.
chanic. Mr. Nye's first piece of
The cost of wiring your house and supplying you
work was the fixing of the elec APPOINTMENTS MADE
with electricity is very, very low. You cannot
FOR STEEPLEROCK
trical complications of Mr. B. B,
to be without electricity. Come to the
afford
T.
F.
appoint
Chandler
has
been
Ownby's automobile, making it ed
Justice of the Peace for the
office and let's talk it over.
possible for "Uncle Bramble" to Steeplerock
precinct and T. O
toot his horn and start his engine Phillips constable at the meeting
from the seat.
of the county commissioners held
Faris V. Bush of the Western Monday.
Liberal, was a business visitor in
Los Angeles the last of the week i
returning home Tuesday. H. S.
!T
...J
French took the steering wheel
i
of "The Liberal and guided the
Í
v
ship of state (Fourth Estate)
Let us Pipe it to Your Home
very
successfully, comthrough
'
't
piling the larger per cent of this
week 8 news.
Í:
'
A Social Gathering of the W,
';
M. S. of the Methodist Church
will be held at the Parsonage
N
Friday night when the members
who have been earning a dollar
McCALL'S li the Fithlon Guide end
each in their peculiar way will
Helper ?f more women fhin any other
bring their dollar and tell their
neoiine In the world. All the latex etylca
every month; eleo dellihtlul itoriee thai enterexperience in earning it. Re
tain, and apeclal depanmeota In cooking, home
drceematiing, fancy work, etc., that lighten
freshments provided. Everybody
and aave money. Price, only BUe
invited to come and share in the ahouaework
yea- with one celebrated McCall Drcaa Paleen
FKbti.
good time.
HMBi a Marat, can now roo

fy

Tüb Morniiitt Star Saloon

y

.

and

ClaULd Xj. 3Tíc12lo1í

morning

Lordsburg

Gonveníónce

,:

Ire yoi takiM ataitaa

of

tai ?
'
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CAPTAIN W. II. JACK
H. L. SWINK, Owner
DIES IN EL PASO
Friends
in
Lordsburtr were
MEAT3
TEESE
shocked Saturday evening when
l'ruinul UellTurlci Diado In I.ordwljura;
news was received here of the
f sooocoececccecoooooeM
death in a hospital at El Paso, of
Col. W. II. Jack, president of the
Company, and a
MOOOJ Crowfoot Cattle
pioneer
stockmen
of Grant county.
AUTO DELIVERY
ij
Some weeks ago he was thrown
from a buggy in a runaway, while
W. JOHNSON
on his way from his ranch to the
85 MINE STORE
railroad station at Folsom, susQ
taining
injuries that kept him in a
CTown Trices at the 85 mine
hospital at Trindiad, Colo., for
ícamp. Free Automobile De
some time. This injury brought
Hi very anywhere in this vicin
about complications which resultJohnson's Prices De ed fatally.
.fore You Cuy.
Owner of the Oak Grove ranch,
near Tyrone, and one of the best
known cattlemen in New Mexico,
his stock occupying ranges in difDeafness Cannot De Cured ferent parts of the state, Colonel
piM tlon.
Jack was a prominent figure in the
tlte? mnnot rrtvb th
tr local (tjrlkxi'
ut tit) fir, Tbvre la onlj nut
dt4a'4
cattle industry, extending over a
Muy tu cure úi mípfint. ud that ia f cutiat
la raukrrl br an lull uid period of 25 or 30 years.
tvu.cii,?.
i
lUkii f tlie luuroua ItulDK of ttia KualMt'tilaD
He was also prominent in MaJ
Wtitn tuU tub la ti.tlK.mfd yuu bava
aoutid or lmiMrfH't bearing, and wbrn
It ia vKilrrlr rlu
lmtuw la tins rrault, and sonic circles.
un!
iba Influiuiitatlun
ran b Ink fit out and
Born in Pittsburg, Pa., 61 years
tu tt nrm.tl niiijltkn,
tin tnH
uttta cu
y
out of ago, he moved to New Mexico when
til
frrTr;
raun-t
lir t'atarrh, whlrb la nothing bul a young man
and had lived there
ma t..Uifiifi
rinlttU n of tfia
aurfatta.
V
Himilrftl !IUra f f any tmm ever since. A widow survives. The
will (If 4n
cntarrb) that ratiu'tt
of lvniic
Alali a tatUrrb Cura,
rura
ewd fur circ- body was sent to Uolidaysville, Pa.,
ular, írec.
accompanied by Mrs. Jack, where
r. J. rilKN'RY CO., Tvlado, O.
burial will take place from 1000
Sld tr InifUfa,
Juanita street.
3k IiU i'auili 1'lUa fur cuaatipatioOe
Q

Turner.

Thursday

NaTvervaKaTv

The Lordsburg Dairy

Fresh Meats, - Vegetables aw'
Groceries. PROMPT Deliveries

Í

M.

to $40.00.
-- 4.

PlIOPUIEHU

St Elmo

J.

tailor.

HA RF.LA

0

m

Jim-M

Gentle-men-

STORE COMPANY
Xf'1-C'-

Mm

L

Bollar

A

Jt

Tuesday

Libertvville.

LFriday.

Lewis L. Griffin wa3 here on
I LYMAN II. HAYS 1
Tuesday from Steeple Rock to
file on a homestead before U. S.
I Attorney at Law, Wilcox, Arizona
commissioner Bush.
Practice in Public Lands and S Mr. Doane of the Arizona State
I
Mining Law a Specialty,
ft Federation of Labor was a visitor
'
mmmwmr-- t? here
vaTa ww9 9
en route to week.
Pheonix from Clifton.
Miss Pearl Wright of Animas
Hieh class tailoring, cleaning, press is spending a few weeks in Lordsing and altering. Ladies and
burg visiting her many friends and
suit made at home from $18.00 relatives.
.EW LOCATION
t--

"Walk

M M

rrrnrnAN

THE NEW ELZEIGEi

Mrs. Livingston Uttor was here
ipr tinilarty to Mining and Cattlemen and (heir families.
M. P. Farror, the tailor, has a Inst Friday enroute to Ktceplerock, Liulies'Catrrs
dinning room will seat one hundred persons Hullet for men will sent
N.
ty.
few uncalled for suits.
sixty persons. Lleven private dining rooms for banquets and private dinners,
will seat ninf ty persons.
Pymond
of
Mr.
Mrs.
F.
T.
and
John T. McCabe was here

BATHS. LAl'SI'UY ACiTNCV

I.OHII1HI KO.

I), r.cn) horoujrh of Phoenix was
here the iirpt of the work.

L
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EXCELLENT WATER SERVICE
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W OME
Love This Magazine

Lniiqr

Colli

Power

Home-keepin- g

Nesch's Sanitary Bakery

-,

.

t.

ADDITIONAL WAREHOUSE

The Eagle Drug Mercantile
Company is building additional
storehouse room on the south end
of their building.

Wholesale Arrests

Hachita
Officers Clark and Schrimpsher
of Hachita were here today with
eight prisoners, apprehended in
southern GrantCounty forsundry
Four soldiers were
charges.
arrested in one bunch for shooting up the country.
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BEST
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Nesch's Butter Crust Bread

CHuaca.

'

y

ON

Every Loaf Wrapped

EARTH

,
.

Lordsburg's First Class Bakery
Where Quality, Service and Satisfaction are guaranteed. Headquarters for everything in the Pakery Line. Special orders for
Fancy Eakery Goods solicited. Phone orders delivered.

At
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' Our Guarantee Protects You.
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Paul Nesch, Proprietor

Out-of-To-

rhone

Orders Solicited

33

J. II. Henson, Manager

